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Biesse Group, BP Tools, Homag, Makor, Scm
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It’s Russia’s turn. As you can see in the next
pages, this Xylon International issue is strongly
focused on that market. Not only because
this is a special edition we are distributing at
the upcoming Lesdrevmash, but most of
all because this is a region where Italian
companies have always enjoyed great success.
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Such excellence has supported the quick
development of the wood industry in Russia
and former Soviet Union countries; their
growth has translated into constant, strong
demand for advanced, leading-edge technology. This is an inevitable trend, periodically subject to economic and political situations that have an impact on business...
Recent events are well known, nevertheless
a large group of Italian and European companies will exhibit in Moscow and other industry exhibitions. For sure, the Russian
market is currently less attractive than during
the booming years, but it still offers great
opportunities; it's a world where wood is at
home, where woodworking capacity and
skills have improved, where quality standards
match those of advanced countries in terms
of safety and sustainability, and consumer
tastes are converging towards an international
style... So, from page 6, you can read our
Focus on Russia and get a preview of the
proposal of a few innovative companies for
the upcoming season.
But there is more: on page 20 there is an interesting article about the evolution of standards of international relevance; on page
21 an extensive interview with Daniel
Schrenk, marketing and sales manager at
Leuco, speaking as Eumabois Tool Group
president to provide an in-depth sector analysis, answering questions by our Moebelfertigung colleague Doris Bauer.
And much more... enjoy your reading!
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NEWS

ACQUISITIONS
EVENTS
WoodTech Forum in Egypt
on 26/27 November 2016

In the city of Damietta, in Egypt, on November
26/27, 2016 will take place the first professional
event-forum for the wood and furniture industry.
WoodTech Forum is the new conference
and exhibition for professionals in wood and
furniture that will be held in the center of the
Egyptian furniture cluster (72 percent share
of the country’s production).
In WoodTech forum will take place speeches,
presentations and case studies by prominent
speakers coming from international institutes
and organizations with themes such as: innovation in the wood processing sector and
new materials, modern furniture production
processes, new sales and marketing methods
in accessing new markets, market research
on global furniture trends, modern design.
The event is supported by Ahec - American
Hardwood Export Council, Eplf - European
Producers of Laminate Flooring, the Governor
of Damietta, the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, the general federation of Egyptian
Chambers of Commerce, the Damietta chamber of Commerce. The economy of Egypt
after the political agitations, is growing again,
with a rate between 3.3 and 4.3 percent.
Indicative of the growth of the Egyptian economy, is that the exports of Egyptian building
materials sector, jumped in May 2016, reaching
$480.2 million (EGP4.2bn).

Cefla Finishing acquires Jet-Set srl
Cefla Finishing has acquired majority stakes of
Jet-Set srl, a dynamic industrial company set
up in Bergamo in 2012, specialising in the design
and manufacture of digital industrial printing systems, both single-pass and multi-pass.
Taking a 60 percent share of stock together with
an injection of new capital, Cefla joins forces with
the owners of Jet-Set with an aim to achieving
common goals, focusing on continuous development and expanding towards the decoration of
diverse materials.
This is an area in which the company, founded in
2012, possesses wide experience, having worked
for major names in various sectors, from the
ceramic to glass and textile industries, from plastic
and metal items to the decoration of components

for the furniture or building industries. BU Managing
Director Alberto Maestri says: “Acquisition of
Jet-Set is a key move for us and strengthens
Cefla Finishing’s leading role on the global market. It enables us to significantly increase the
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The total growth is impressive. 86 increase
compared to the same period in 2015. Also
very important is the fact that the Damietta
region supplies all North-African and MiddleEastern countries with a growing export
volume coming close to 400 million Usd exports, a high potential for furniture technology
and components too.
Key points of the Egyptian market that you
should be aware of: Egypt market imports
700,000 square meters of beech per year.
The imports of natural and artificial veneer
reaches the amount of 13 million sqm.
More than 600,000 m3 of plywood imports:
over of 80 percent of the furniture that the
Egyptian artisans produce, goes to the Arabic
countries; the real estate sector of Egypt is
projected to grow by 70 percent by 2020.
This means further increase of the construction
sector and consequently in the field of wood
and furniture
For any other detail, please visit the website
www.woodtech-forum.com. ■
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know-how, already existing in
our company, in a sector – that
of digital decoration – with huge
potential for growth, both on Cefla Finishing’s reference markets
as well as alternative sectors
such as plastics, fibre cement
and metal, in which the company
has been investing for quite
some time.”
Equally satisfied about the deal,
Sergio Ferrari, founding member and Managing
Director of Jet-Set, comments: “Cefla is an ideal
partner and will enable us to pursue research
and development in the field of industrial digital
printing, in line with our mission.” ■

NEWS

SCM GROUP

EUMABOIS

BIESSE GROUP

EXHIBITIONS

Scm boosts its presence in Australia

Juergen Koeppel - the new President

Success at Awisa. New Campus in Sidney

Eurobois will keep the promises

Scm Group, the leading producer of industrial
machinery and components for woodworking and
advanced materials processing, boosts its presence in Australia. Gabbett Machinery, the
leading Australian woodworking machinery distributor and service provider, joins the Group to
become Scm Group Australia.
For the Scm Group the incorporation of their Australian distributor is a natural consolidation of 20
years of fruitful collaboration with the Gabbett
family.
Thanks to this partnership, Scm Group Australia
could rely on an extremely widespread territorial
presence, with offices in five locations – Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth – and
a staff of 55 professionals.
Just as significant will be the Scm investment in
improving its service, one of the key elements
that have established the Group's reputation, with
an extensive training programme to ensure that
every customer be provided with the most competent assistance in a timely manner.
Scm Group participated in the Awisa 2016 fair,
from 6 to 9 July in Melbourne, where exhibited
the latest technological solutions offered by the
Group and its brands.
Among the new products presented for the first
time in Australia are the Scm “Pratix S” machining
centre for nesting processes, the Scm “Accord
25 fx 5-axis” machining centre, and the
The “Invincible SiX” circular saw, a best-in-class
product for small-and mediumsized companies
as well as for big carpentry industries producing
non-standard products or developing prototypes.
Also on display will be the Morbidelli “Cyflex hp”
drilling centre, the Stefani “Solution MD” industrial
edgebander, the Scm “Olimpic K 560” edgebander,
which uses AirFusion technology, and the Scm
“Olimpic K 360” edgebander. ■

The Eumabois General Assembly, hosted on
the 8th and 9th of September in Luzern by the
Swiss Association, elected the new Board as
follows:
Mr. Jürgen Köppel - President
(VDMA Woodworking)
Mr. Luigi De Vito - Vice President (ACIMALL)
Mr. Samuel Hänni - Member
(Swiss Association, HBT)
Mr. Wolfgang Rohner - Member
(Austrian Association, FMMI)
Mr. Mustafa Sabri Erol - Member
(Turkish Association, AIMSAD)
Mr. Erich Zeller - Auditor
(Swiss Association, HBT)
The new President, and Ceo at Leitz GmbH &
Co.KG, Jürgen Köppel, will contribute his longstanding experience in the woodworking industry, having covered several key roles in Homag
Group AG, to the development and work of Eumabois. Luigi De Vito, Director Scm Group Machinery Division, will support the board with his
international experience as Vice President. The
three new Board members, Mr. Mustafa Sabri
Erol (from Törk Makine A.S.), Mr. Samuel Hänni
(Lamello AG) and Mr. Wolfgang Rohner (Schelling
Anlagenbau GmbH) complete the new team
with their industry background and the strong
support from their associations. Mr. Erich Zeller,
been elected as Auditor, is looking back to a
long career in Lamello and in Eumabois, contributing his financial expertise to the team. Köppel
highlighted the fruitful work of the previous board
and above all the engagement of Ambrogio Delachi and Gianni Ghizzoni. “The new board can
build on a solid worldwide network and reputation. We will continue to strive for a strong
and successful European Industry with an international orientation”. Additionally to the exhibition focus - Eumabois successfully worked on
a calendar of worldwide reference shows for the
woodworking industry - the association intends
to strengthen technical lobbying and to speak
with one strong voice in the face of the EU authorities. ■

At Awisa 2016, the Australian trade shows for the
cabinet, joinery, furniture, timber and panel industries, which took place from the 6th to the 9th of
July in Melbourne, Biesse left the event with
orders amounting to 9.5 million AUD.
The Group took advantage of the 1,200 m2 of
exhibition space at the event, showcasing more
than 20 innovative machines for processing wood,
composite materials and stone, with an increase
in visits of around 49 percent compared to the
previous edition of the trade fair. Biesse's success
lies in the Group's ability to offer technologicallyadvanced yet flexible solutions that can fulfil the
requirements of a wide range of customers, and
indeed, this has proved to be the winning combination for attracting more and more devotees to
their products.
In order to support the substantial growth of the
Group throughout Oceania, Biesse has decided
to invest in a new and innovative technological
complex, to better contain its expansion in the
area. And indeed, it was at Awisa 2016 that
Biessse decided to announce the construction of
the Biesse Group Oceania Campus, which will
begin next year in Sydney. The complex is custom
built and spans 5,000 m2 in total, of which 2,250
will be entirely dedicated to the showroom, which
is destined to become among the largest and
most advanced in the industry within the entire
continent. ■

In Lyon, 15 to 18 November next, Eurobois, the
Exhibition of equipment and technologies for
wood will respond to the commitments made by
its management for this edition, with more than
220 exhibitors (at July 30, 2016) recorded on an
exhibition area of almost 20 thousand meters
square. This result should allow the organizers to
overcome the initial objectives, with a final figure
of 300 exhibitors of 25 thousand square meters.
Forestry, wood energy, machines and equipment
for primary and secondary processing of wood,
wood, supplies for the furniture industry: a unique
offering for more than 20 thousand French and
international professionals expected. Contribution
to the success of Eurobois is also the support of
committed partners, real actors in the organization
and realization of the event, among which we
mention Auvergne Promobois, CRPF (Regional
Centre of forest ownership), FCBA (French Industrial
Technical Centre), fiber (Federation of interprofessions of wood and furniture of the RhoneAlpes), France Bois Foret region, the Ameublement
francais, Onf (national forestry Board). Eurobois
also confirms its international dimension, thanks
to collaboration with two partners who have
offered, for this edition, their contribution of
expertise and experience: the Spanish Federation
Afemma and international exhibition of technologies
for the processing of Xylexpo wood.
Place of meetings and exchanges, Eurobois also
offers moments of reflection in order to find
concrete answers through a rich program of
events: technical conferences, workshops on key
future challenges (in partnership with Finnso
Wood and Wood International), a partnership with
Bati Journal TV / Wood Surfer and support of
France Bois Foret. And yet, the Wood Meetings,
real business appointments. A simple and effective
solution to bring together all players in the timber
sector with the "Speed dating business". ■

COMPANIES
NürnbergMesse annual results
Annual results press conference with record
figures: Roland Fleck and Peter Ottmann, the
Ceos of NürnbergMesse, presented record
results for the company’s business development.
2015 goes down in history as the best uneven
year. The current corporate year is fully on course
for a turnover record.
The basis for this is a clearly above-average
event trend – in Nuremberg as well as worldwide
– along with innovations in the form of new trade
fairs, exhibitions and congresses.
Central challenges remain digitization and high
investment levels in the exhibition centre. 2015, a
successful business year all round, as presented
by the Ceos of the NürnbergMesse Group.
In 2015, 27,147 exhibitors and 1.23 million visitors
participated in 161 events staged by the NürnbergMesse Group, with around 875,000 m² of
net space booked.
Looking back on the past financial year, exhibition
company Roland Fleck drew a historical comparison:
“With turnover of around 204 million Euro and
a de-facto balanced result within the corporation,
the NürnbergMesse Group has set a new record
for an uneven financial year...”.
The first half of 2016 confirms this record course.
All ten international trade fairs and exhibitions
concluded with an increase – seven out of the
ten even with superlative results in all the relevant
categories “Exhibitors”, “Visitors” and “Exhibition
space”. ■

Luigi De Vito, (on the left)
and Juergen Koeppel.

EXHIBITIONS
Feria Valencia-Amc for Espacio Cocina
Espacio Cocina-Sici incorporates the historical
trade fair brand Sici in order to conform a powerful
kitchen offering. It will be held from 21st to 24th
of February next, at Feria Valencia.
Enrique Soto, General Director of Feria Valencia
and Juan Luis Salvador, president of the Asociación
Española de Fabricantes de Muebles y Complementos de Cocina (Amc) (Spanish Association of
manufacturers of kitchen furniture and complements) have signed a collaboration agreement in
order to conform a powerful kitchen ware offering
on February next at “See you in Valencia”, an
initiative gathering the Cevisama and Feria Hábitat
Valencia shows together.
According to that agreement, the offering of this
sector will be articulated around Espacio CocinaSici, a project through which Feria Valencia welcomes a historical brand in the field of kitchen
trade fairs, as it is the case for Sici (Salón Integral
de Cocina Integral/Integral Kitchen Show).
In this way, it improves the global offering around
interior design, decoration and architecture at
“See you in Valencia” that will be holding its
fourth edition on February next in Valencia.
Additionally, Espacio Cocina-Sici is responding
to the specific needs of the Spanish kitchen
sector, in order to articulate a powerful trade fair
offering able to attract wide audiences both at
national and international level. ■

COMPANIES
The Egger Group records increase sales and earnings
The wood-based materials manufacturer Egger
was able to increase the Group's turnover by 3.4
percent to reach 2.34 billion Euro during the
2015/2016 financial year (30th of April 2016).
The Egger Group Management presented the
company's positive development on the 28th July
2016 at the headquarters in St.Johann in Tirol.
The Ebitda (result before interest, taxes and depreciation) increased by 9.8 percent to 349.6
million Euro. All key indicators experienced a positive development.
The Ebitda margin exceeded previous years’
levels at 14.9 percent. The family business conti-
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nues to enjoy a good credit rating thanks to a
high equity ratio of 38.9 percent.
Following the comprehensive expansion of the
Russian Gagarin plant, the Group now has approximately 7800 employees in its 17 plants.
For the fifth time in a row, the Egger Group
reached a new level in its annual results, confirming
its consistent investment and innovation strategy.
The wood-based materials manufacturer was
able to profit from slightly positive economic developments, the recovering demand for construction services in Europe, as well as stable raw material prices. ■
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EXHIBITIONS
Expobois rescheduled for 2018
The French machinery and manufacturing technology association Symop has decided to reschedule Expobois, France’s leading wood industry trade fair, from its original timeslot in November to a new timeslot in the spring season.
The biennial event will therefore next be held
from 13 to 16 March 2018, at the Villepinte exhibition center in Paris. Symop’s decision was made
in light of current turbulences and shifts in today’s
French trade fair market and in response to
wishes voiced by the show’s exhibitors for a
national fair in Paris and a regional event in Lyon.
The organizers of Expobois will now work out the
detailed concept for the 2018 event in close collaboration with exhibitors and the relevant associations. In an effort to ensure that the fair best
supports and serves the interests of the French
market, the organizers will give top consideration
to exhibitor requests, e.g. in terms of the chosen
display categories and other key aspects. Major
emphasis will be placed on the topics of sustainable
forestry and the modernization of timber processing
and woodworking infrastructure, as well as on highlighting the benefits of Industry 4.0. ■

WEB
New web presence for the Eplf
The Eplf (European producers of laminate flooring)
has redesigned its web presence to create a
fresh, up-to-date website using the same familiar
address www.eplf.com.
Presented in multiple languages, it has a responsive
web design throughout with a dynamic graphic
structure so that it can be viewed on all mobile
devices.And in future, this will be not just in three
languages, but nine. ■

ACIMALL

A MARKET IN RALLY, ACIMALL SAYS!
The latest Xylexpo was an excellent opportunity
to take a look at industry figures, based on the information distributed by the Studies Office of Acimall, the Confindustria-member association.The
picture is not so bad: well, we cannot stereotype,
because there are sectors, branches, technologies
and territories that still seem to be suffering. But
all in all, and considering the differences due to
business dimensions, the barometer seems to indicate improving weather.
FIRST QUARTER

This trend is supported by the good results of the
first quarter 2016 both in Italy and for export.
The Italian industry of wood and wood-based
materials technology seems to be on the right
track to make up for the losses caused by the
deep crisis of 2009, a rally driven by bigger companies, as mentioned. The percent growth rate
was significant, however it must be related to the
deep changes that the crisis of recent years has
brought about across the entire industry: companies
are totally different from what they used to be, the
scenario has completely changed and, as a consequence, percent variations should be analyzed
with new tools; however, this does not change
the fact that the climate is very positive.
The trend survey carried out by Acimall’s Studies
Office on a sample of companies representing
the entire industry shows that orders in the first
three months of this year increased by 22.7
percent compared to the same period of 2015.
This results from a 37.1 percent increase in domestic market orders and 20 percent expansion
of export. So, our appeal towards the international
industry of wood and wood-based materials
seems to be intact.
The orders book spans 2.7 months (versus 2.8
months at the end of 2015), with a 0.4 percent
variation of prices since January 1st.
According to the quality survey, 23 percent of
the interviewed companies indicate a positive
production trend, 65 percent stable and 12 percent
decreasing. Employment is stable according to
76 percent of the sample (versus 69 percent in
the previous quarter), increasing according to 6
percent (5 percent in the previous quarterly
survey), decreasing according to 18 percent (26

by 11.,7 percent compared to 2014, reaching
1,864 million euro (it was 1,669 in the previous
year). Definitely a good result, delivered by a
very positive trend for industry companies in the
final months of the year: a real final rush that
closed a significant year and helped lay solid
foundations for the first months of 2016.
Once again, export gave a substantial contribution
to the final result of 2015, achieving a 12.7 percent
increase over 2014. So, Italy remains a big wood
technology supplier watched by the whole world
and reaffirms its propensity to export. In this
respect, however, it should be noticed that not all
markets had the same attitude towards Italian
products.
While North America keeps giving satisfaction,
with a positive trend that has been enduring for
over two years, major destinations like Brazil,
Argentina and Russia are going through a very
AFTER 2015...
difficult period, mainly due to non-industry factors
So, “interesting” figures that seem to "hold on" in (currency crisis, political unrest, trade barriers
the second quarter, although we will have to wait etc.), which can negatively impact propensity to
a few weeks to have a detailed picture. In the invest on those markets.
meantime, it can be useful to look back at 2015 The key to understand how much satisfaction the
figures, an overall positive year for the Italian current year will actually bring is represented by
wood technology in- “new markets”, namely Iran, Indonesia and India.
dustry.
And don’t forget Australia...
Table 1: 2015 ITALIAN EXPORT
Final results, recently The picture is completed by the renaissance of
processed by Aci- the United Kingdom and Spain, especially the
TREND OF MAJOR MARKETS BY MACRO AREAS
mall's Studies Office, latter, a favorite destination for “made in Italy”
Tools included, in million euro
% 15/14
% share
pushed all figures products, which have always had solid and loyal
European Union
654
13.8
49.2
slightly up from the customers beyond the Pyrenees.Machinery import
Extra-EU Europe
153
-13.7
11.5
preliminary balance, (152 million euro) mainly comes from Germany,
North America
184
44.6
13.8
increasing the sati- China and Austria. Figures indicate a significant
South America
69
6.2
5.2
sfaction of industry and fast rally (plus 22.6 percent compared to
Africa
47
3.4
3.5
professionals. Pro- 2014), but you have to consider that the total
Middle East
50
0.7
3.8
duction increased value is relatively "limited", so any significant order
Far East
150
33.7
11.3
or temporary spike in ItaOceania
22
10.3
1.7
lian demand for a speTotal
1,329
13.5
100
cific technology may
Table 3: TOP IMPORT MARKETS
cause significant perSource: Acimall Studies office, May 2016.
cent variations.
IN 2015 (in million euro)
The trade balance
Country
was structurally active
Table 2: WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT
United States
1,226
also in 2015 (up by
Russia
559
World’s top-six exporting countries (in million euro)
1,262 million euro or
Germany
411
11.6 percent compared
Country
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
China
370
to 2014). As recently
Germany
1,565
1,969
1,771
1,709
1,808
1,899
Canada
291
indicated by some noItaly
1,002
1,198
1,153
1,111
1,170
1,328
United Kingdom
246
tes published by AciChina
598
679
702
790
964
1.114
France
240
mall’s Studies office,
Taiwan
509
471
460
458
517
551
Turkey
216
the wood technology
Austria
289
350
344
356
401
449
Poland
192
industry accounts for
United States
265
267
307
284
285
337
Mexico
186
as much as 5 percent
of the positive result of
Source: Intracen, May 2016,
Source: Intracen, May 2016.
the Italian trade balance.Definitely a noteworpercent three months ago). Available stocks
are stationary according to 71 percent of interviewees, increasing for 18 percent and decreasing
according to the remaining 11 percent.
The forecast survey suggests possible developments in the coming months: interviewed entrepreneurs are moderately optimistic about 2016,
encouraged by results beyond expectations in
2015 and early evidence for the current year.
18 percent of the interviewees believe that international demand will grow again in the coming
months, while 82 percent expect a stationary
trend. The balance is positive by 18 points.
As usual, forecasts for the domestic market are
more cautious: 11 percent expect the situation to
get worse, 77 percent predict stability and 12
percent are confident that expansion will continue
(the balance is plus 1).
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thy performance for a niche industry. The domestic
market was the big driver of 2015, a trend that
should bring satisfaction because, as many analysts point out, there cannot be a real recovery of
the Italian industry without a rally of the domestic
market. The Italian government has recently introduced several measures to support a virtuous
circle, extending the Sabatini-bis law, introduction
the so-called “super-mortgages” and confirming
the “furniture bonus”. Such measures to support
demand (both from companies and from final
consumers) have given a boost to the entire industry, although we cannot say they have achieved
the expected target. Nevertheless, in 2015 the
domestic market of wood technology reached
the 450 million euro threshold, up by 8.7 percent
from the previous year. The trend of purchases
developed as explained above, namely with a
weak trend in the first part of the year, followed by
"richer" periods in the last months.
Just a side remark: the Italian market for wood
and wood-based materials machinery, technology,
tools and equipment manufacturers is worth 450
million euro. The biggest export market, the United
States, generates 120 million revenues for Italian
companies. So, very roughly, the domestic market
is almost four times bigger than the biggest international buyer! Business owners must always
bear this clearly in mind, keeping a constant
focus on the domestic front to seize any "local"
opportunity.
HISTORICAL TRENDS: PRODUCTION AND EXPORT

Italian technology experienced great years (2001,
2007 and 2008), when sales volumes were satisfactory for everyone, independently of business
size and product type. The 2009 crisis had an
unprecedented impact, much heavier in the wood
industry than in other sectors. In just twelve
months, more than 40 percent of turnover was
lost: this situation caught many companies off
guard, unable to react promptly to market changes.
Timid recovery in 2010-2011 was not enough to
reverse the trend with positive effects for everyone,
so many companies still suffered, while others
launched major renovation and reorganization
plans. Also the 2011-2013 period developed in a
“peculiar” way, we might say: production volumes,
inflation and orders remained stable, with no significant variations. To cut it short, we can say it
was a long period of stagnation.
The turning point, at least based on short-term
analysis, was 2014, when order levels began to
grow again: many companies, especially the
bigger ones, had renovated their sales organization,
securing even more effective action in remote regions. This strategy is continuing and is also
bringing a stronger focus on marketing and brand
equity, as well as more effective communications.
It is worth noticing that in the 2011-2013 period,
three dramatic years when industry figures touched
their all-time low, operators were so discouraged
that they could not see a way out.
Fortunately, the past two years have brought significant improvements.
CONCLUSION

Plenty of figures and a pervasive feeling: the
worst seems to be over and we can look ahead
with greater optimism. The reorganization undertaken by many Italian companies has shown that
they are smart and can identify new approaches
to production and sales, with a widespread feeling
that there are many opportunities to seize in
mature markets, but most of all in the emerging
regions that we called "new markets", in 2016
and beyond.

www.acimall.com
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LESDREVMASH 2016 IN MOSCOW

Again this year, Ita-Italian Trade Agency, in cooperation with Acimall, is organizing a joint pavilion
of Italian woodworking companies in Hall 8,
Booth 1 at Lesdrevmash (International exhibition
for machinery, equipment and technology for logging, woodworking and furniture industries) to be
held from 24 to 27 October next at Expocentre
in Moscow. More than 30 companies will participate
on a total area of one thousand square meters
approximately. Unfortunately, the result of two
years ago, when the Italian pavilion was close to
two thousand square meters (1,940, twice larger
than this year), will not be repeated. In fact,
market conditions have changed dramatically in

the meanwhile, and Italian companies are definitely
more “careful” when they plan actions in this
market, which currently offers fewer opportunities.
To reduce costs, many of them have decided to
share the booth of their local agents, despite the
impact in terms of image and visibility.
We can add that the latest official Italian joint
pavilion organized in Moscow, at Woodex 2015,
hosted 38 companies on a total exhibition surface
of 1,220 square meters.
Also consider that the joint pavilion at Lesdrevmash
2016 will also host Biesse Group, that alone will
cover a 270 square meter area.

The market of Russia and neighbor countries, as
mentioned, is not experiencing an exciting period,
nevertheless it still draws great attention from
"made in Italy" companies. Looking at Italian export to this big country, the last positive year was
2012, when technology export amounted to 76
million euro, with an increasing by over 20 percent
from the previous year.
That was a season of significant success for
Italian companies and all global suppliers and
woodworking and wood-based materials technology.
Unfortunately, things have changed since then,
with a progressive decrease of Russian investment
in technology from international manufacturers.
In the woodworking machinery business, Italian
export in 2015 reached 32 million euro, down by
36.1 percent compared to revenue levels in
Russia in 2014.
The trend was still negative in the first three
months of this year: according to Acimall’s Studies office, from January to March 2016, Italian
companies sold machinery to Russia for a total
value of four million euro, 19 percent less than
the first three months of 2015.
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IN RUSSIA, WAITING FOR THAW
Product innovation and partnerships with
local operators: this is the winning approach
of the Italian wood technology and equipment
industry to the upcoming "Lesdrevmash" in
Moscow.
Although the current market situation is complicated
from an economic and most of all geopolitical
standpoint, Russia remains a major destination
for made-in-Italy wood technology, from primary
operations to finishing. Waiting for a more stable
and reliable scenario, the Italian industry is defending its position is a strategic region and
keeps focusing on two core values: offering
quality products and high performance and the
capacity to create partnerships with customers.
Mario Zaffaroni & Figli, Aldo Zaffaroni,
Managing director
Italian companies have always played a key role
in the Russian territory, originally as exporters of advanced
technology and then also
know-how. These are the peculiarities that made-in-Italy
technology can still offer in
Aldo Zaffaroni. the current market scenario
at international events like “Lesdrevmash”. Russia is still “hungry” for innovation
and industrialization, despite big hurdles including:
the ups-and-downs of the local currency, which
deprives local investors of clear forecasts about
their short-term purchasing power; the confused
and difficult geopolitical situation of the country,
which discourages international operators; and
last but not least, the still complex procedures to

be carried out for export, often following channels
that are unclear or totally incomprehensible to foreign companies.
Our response is continuous research and product
improvement, in order to attract as many local
actors as possible, despite the multiple difficulties
that the countries still offers.
www.zaffaroni.com
Costa Levigatrici, Mario Moretti,
Area Manager Eastern Europe
In the business of surface sanding, the global
leaders are Italian and German
manufacturers and our company stands at the top of the
industry in terms of quality
and technological standards.
We have always exhibited at
“Lesdrevmash” for the past Mario Moretti.
twenty years to show that flexibility, product customization and constant
service are our key strengths and our approach
to maintain and expand out footprint in the Russian
market.
As “Lesdrevmash” is mainly addressed to medium-high range operators, our activity in Russia
starts from the development of close collaboration
with partners who must be supported not only
for equipment supplies, but also for technical
service and manufacturing advice, which often
lead to lasting friendly relationships.

www.costalev.com
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Imas Aeromeccanica, Roberto Caliumi,
Area Manager Russia
For over 40 years, Imas
Aeromeccanica has been
leader in the design and
implementation of Air suction, Air depuration/filtration
and Dust filtering plants in
wood working field and bio- Roberto Caliumi.
mass recycling sector.
“Made in Italy means quality and efficiency” &
Imas Aeromeccanica take these words as its
own. This is what the Russian market is searching
now, reliable partners able to support and help
“all around” the customer for a complete success.
Following this idea, Imas Aeromeccanica develop
all its products looking at high flexibility, modularity
construction and maintenance reducing cost, and
we can see since several year that it was the
right choice. As we said, we are pushing on the
technology, quality & efficiency of the units produced by Imas Aeromeccanica, actually the required level is growing taking care especially to
the environment & “energy saving”, electricity
www.imas.it
as 1st.
Primultini, Gaetano De Lai,
Sales and Marketing Manager
We have always made business in Russia since the Fifties, achieving a leading position in the supply of log
cutting machinery, and for
us Russia will always be a
major partner. Despite the latest crisis that have caused Gaetano De Lai.
September-October 2016

a reduction of sales, just like for other companies,
we have succeeded in preserving our market
shares in a shrinking market. Our products has
always differed from the others, with its thin blades
that generate less scrap during the cutting
process. Today, a detail that until few years ago
was not considered a priority for local users, now
that the availability of logs has reduced, it has
turned into a valuable plus for Primultini products,
as it reduces waste by one third. At the same
time it offers higher productivity, also as a result
of the implementation of electronic solutions
for process control and optimization.

www.primultini.com
Quickwood Esperia, Luca Marnicco,
Sales manager
I believe that made-in-Italy technology can give a significant contribution to an evolving market like Russia, both
in terms of production
process automation and for
the flexibility of plants that Luca Marnicco.
can also handle small batches. Our company is pursuing this strategy to
minimize manual work for operators and have a
machine/plant that can be exploited as much as
possible for a wide range of products. The “Lesdrevmash” target has such requirements, I think,
with small to big companies that need to develop
all their internal operations. As our product is
not “essential” for the production cycle, but still
very important in this context and capable of
cutting production costs significantly, we have focused on illustrating the effectiveness of our technology to industry operators.

www.quickwood.it

russia

FOCUS

GREAT PARTNERSHIP...

Unfortunately, life has its ups and downs. They
are inevitable, unpredictable, sometimes they
bring positive change... And unfortunately, or fortunately, this does not apply to life only. Over the
history of business relations with Russia, we have
got used to such discontinuity: a huge market,
with huge potential and exponential growth rates.
However, sometimes you have to deal with political
or “macroeconomic” questions, problems that
also the wood technology industry has to take
into account, with sudden upturns of the scenario,
always bringing large-scale consequences.
Russian buyers of wood technology from all over
the world have almost disappeared in recent
times. The reasons are well-known and, so far,
nothing or nobody seems to have the power to
restore the good old habits, revitalizing solid and
mutually satisfactory relations. Nevertheless, at
the upcoming Lesdrevmash, Italian companies
will play a leading role once again: from 24 to 27
October, the “made in Italy” flag will wave above
several booths, first and foremost on the collective
pavilion organized by Ita-Italian Trade Agency
in collaboration with Acimall in pavilion 8, hall 1.
As this Xylon International issue goes to print, approximately thirty companies have joined the initiative, that will cover a total area of one thousand
square meters. Unfortunately, for the reasons we
mentioned, the result of two years ago, when the
Italian pavilion was close to two thousand square
meters (1,940, twice larger than this year), will
not be repeated. Market conditions have changed
dramatically in the meanwhile, and Italian companies are definitely more “careful” when they
plan actions in this market, which currently offers
fewer opportunities. To reduce costs, many of
them have decided to share the booth of their
local agents, despite the impact in terms of image
and visibility.

The market of Russia and neighbor countries, as
mentioned, is not experiencing an exciting period,
nevertheless it still draws great attention from
"made in Italy" companies.
Looking at Italian export to this big country, the
last positive year was 2012, when technology
export amounted to a record value of 76 million
euro, with an increase by over 20 percent from
the previous year. Those were years of great success in Russia and in the neighbor countries, not
only for Italy, but for all international vendors of
wood and wood-based materials technology.
Unfortunately, things have changed since then,
with a progressive decrease of Russian investments
in technology from international manufacturers.
In the woodworking machinery business, Italian
export in 2015 reached 32 million euro, down by
36.1 percent compared to revenue levels in Russia
in 2014.
But now things seem about to change: while the
first three months of this year were really “quiet”,
April and May recorded a significant and promising
trend reversal. According to Acimall’s Studies
office, from January to March 2016, Italian companies sold machinery to Russia for a total value
of 10.4 million euro, 9.1 percent less than in the
first three months of 2015. This result feeds hopes,
but it must be reconsidered after we have seen
the rest of the year.

mental growth of demand for “nice things”, a
search for elegance and different quality. So,
Italian technology, which has always been an
excellence within the global offer of secondary
operation and finishing solutions, found a
fertile land. Today, business actors are clearly
paying for the political situation created by the
Ukraine crisis, and the weight of sanctions that
have penalized the market. So, no wonder that
figures are negative compared to what we used
to know...
Now let’s look with optimism to what has happened in recent months, to encouraging official
figures and to the feeling of companies that
new conditions are emerging, although we
should not be carried away with easy enthusiasm".
“I want to stress that Russia maintains its key
role, as witnessed by the fact that the Italian
pavilion will feature the best of our technology,
with big brands in big booths. And don’t forget
that many Italian companies have solid business
relations with Russian partners, or even local
subsidiaries, so they have an effective organization and consistent operations in this market”.
“Russia – Corbetta adds – has always been a
major destination for many “made in Italy” companies and they will not make the mistake of
quitting or neglecting this market, because the
current situation is going to end and business

Dario Corbetta.

opportunities will go back to the levels of a big
country. Now we have to face a period of widespread shrinkage of consumption of all kinds of
goods, not only industrial investments.
In Russia, furniture and car sales have dropped,
clothing expenditure has decreased, however
this is and will be a strategic market that
deserves utmost attention”.

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

A KEY MARKET
“We repeat that Russia is an important market...
and it has always been”, says Dario Corbetta,
director of Acimall, the association of Italian wood
technology manufacturers. “Since they banned
the export of logs that have not undergone any
operation "on site", the former Soviet Union
countries have become major customers for
primary operation technology. But not only: in
the following decades, we have seen an incre-

Finishing systems and solutions
“Made in Italy”
www.giardinagroup.com
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MAKOR
BASCHILD

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH QUALITY FINISHING

“ZOOM”, THE WOOD DRYING CONTROLLER
matically (without manpower), making the cycle efficient, consistent,
quick and profitable.
For flat panels, Makor has designed the model ‘’Spray and Dry
M’’, a system that allows handling
and painting of panels/parts on a
spoil board and/or jigs. The system
automatically transfers the spoil board (with
panels on top) through the painting process
and then stacks the spoil board on the same
trolley (at the infeed), all automatically (without
manpower), making the cycle efficient, consistent, quick and profitable.
Makor is the ideal partner able to propose
highly productive, flexible and innovative
machines and solutions to companies in the
furniture industry.
www.makor.it

production
and paint recovery or in
a hybrid version utilizing
a self-cleaning belt and
a paper belt.
In combination with these spraying machines,
Makor has developed systems that also include
material handling of the panels that allows more
of a consistent production output.
For door production, Makor can offer the ‘’Spray
and Dry P’’ system, a solution allowing the doors
to be handled automatically. For example, the
doors can be loaded automatically from a stacking
trolley, then painted in a single pass on both
sides, returned to the infeed area and then offloaded on the same trolley (as the loading), all auto-

Zaniolo CdA - 3.16

“Start” is a wide range of spray machines for panels by the Makor Group providing excellent
performance in spraying many types of coatings.
The machines are capable of solving just-in-time
or standard production of small-medium and
large companies. The machines are configurated
with single spraying arm on the “Start” model, or
with double arm on the model “K-Two”. On model
“Start” it is possible to install a paint tank directly
on the arm, for coating of small batches.
The transport can be either by means of a paper
belt or with a “Cfb” self-cleaning belt for higher

Baschild provides five product lines: drying kilns
(traditional or with tunnel loading), pre-dryers, high
temperature kilns (for timber heat treatment), steaming
chambers and the control system for these plants.
At Lesdrevmash exhibition Baschild will show
“Zoom”, the innovative controller, allowing guests
to test its features. “Zoom” changes the rules of the
conventional wood drying, thanks to a user-friendly
and customizable interface and new functions, that
simplify the process management. Entirely developed
by the Baschild R&D Department from the knowhow of the best technicians, “Zoom” aims at high
quality processes. “Zoom” is web native: a browser
is all you need. From anywhere in the world and
from any device you can remotely control your kiln,
receive software and firmware updates and get assistance. Drying professionals can create their own
settings, whereas beginners can use the set-up
suggested by Baschild. “Zoom” manages more
kilns at the same time, tracking all drying cycles.The
software, fully available in Russian language, retains
all details and ensures the back-up of the personal
settings. Damages and replacements of broken
parts don’t cause the loss of historical data. Alarms
are managed at different levels and sounded through
various devices according to the importance. “Zoom”
conducts a preliminary analysis of the power consumption to find out the drying cycle cost. This cutting-edge technology is made in Italy, like all Baschild
products.
www.baschild.com

IMAL PAL GROUP
LESDREVMASH PREVIEW

Love for wood!

Resistance and beauty both indoors and outdoors
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers
and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series
of base coats and finishes for household furniture,
guarantee moisture resistance, surface hardness,
high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.
Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment
cycles for household furniture have obtained the Catas Quality Award.
indoors

outdoors

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di Creazzo (VI) - Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366 - info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it
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Some exciting developments designed by the Italian
group Imal-Pal. They include the “Dynasteam”
system, which injects dry steam into the mat prior to
the continuous press, without creating condensation
spots and facilitating increase in line speeds by up to
25 percent and beyond. The Imal “Hi-Pressure Resination” system resulting in resin savings in excess of
10 percent. The group have also installed a number
of the Imal “FBC200” (Full Bond/Blister Classifier)
worldwide, with more in the pipeline. This device provides for 100 percent coverage of each panel. This
technology supersedes the individual channel systems
that are typically only capable of scanning a maximum
of 35 percent of each panel. New to pellet manufacture
is the “DynaPelletPress” a range of pellet presses
with capacities from 4 to 12 tons per hour.
With regard to wood preparation, over twenty “Globus
Evo4“ knife ring flakers with wobble spreader disks
have been sold worldwide over the last 6 month.
From Pal the continued focus on innovation and development has led to the creation of “new Cleaning
Tower”, the fundamental principle of which is to
remove all pollutants from the process material by
exploiting height and gravity, hence reducing the
number of conveyors required.
The Imal-Pal Group has successfully manufactured
and started up a number of complete Osb and Mdf
plants all with their equipment including the continuous
press “DynaSteamPress”.
www.imalpal.com

russia
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SCM GROUP
“SCM PRATIX S” AND “SCM OLIMPIC K 560” WILL BE EXHIBITED AT LESDREVMASH
Two solutions will be presented by Scm
during next Lesdrevmash exhibition in
Moscow.
The first one is “Scm Pratix S”: the custom nesting technology for forwardlooking customers. A further step has
been taken in the evolution of Scm’s
machining centre, that uses the same
technology of industrial drilling and routing centres, yet not renouncing to flexibility and versatility in a more compact version.
Perfect holding down of small components or in
conditions of reduced vacuum holding, thanks to
the pressure rollers. By pressing close to the working area, the rollers are also ideal for the machining
of overlapped panels. Maximum efficiency in all
machining situations with automatic management
by Nc, the operator only needs to activate the
rollers from the program. In case of machining
where their use is not foreseen, the rollers are excluded maintaining unchanged the machine performance. Extremely easy-to-use, also for unskilled
operators, thanks to the “Xilog Maestro” operator’s
interface software that allows the programming
of the entire nesting process from the initial design
phase to the single workpiece labeling.
It is possible to customise the labels with logos
and text or numerical data in bar-code format (it
is also available the qr-code format). Optimization
of time, materials and resources with “Pratix S” in
"cell version" complete with loading platform and
unloading belt. No limitation of the working flow,
where the panels feeding is possible without any
distinction towards the right side and the left side
or vice versa, or with the machine integration in
the new “Flexstore EL” automatic storage system
that controls and manages both the storage of

“Scm Pratix S”.

the panels inside the panel storage area and the
working sequence on the machine.
High performance and competitiveness at all
times, now with new gluing solutions, the edge
bander “Scm Olimpic K 560” is designed for all
companies that require continuous and high
quality production of a large number of panels
even though they are all different from one to the
next, and is now enriched with many solutions
that guarantee always the best machining on any
panel type. Now available also for this model the
“SGP” glue pot, the “AirFusion” technology and
the pre-melting unit for Eva glue ensuring that
“freshly” melted glue is always available inside
the glue pot, for the best gluing of the edge to the
panel. Perfect results on all surfaces are also obtained thanks to the controlled axes allowing all
intermediate positioning of the trimming and edge
scraping groups; this ensures an optimal edge
banding even in the case of surfaces with different
degrees of roughness, or panels covered with
protective film. Controlled axes are also available
for the upper presser, the infeed fence, the
rounding group and the pressure rollers.
Main performance: Panel thickness: 8-60 mm;
Edge thickness: 0.4 - 8 mm; Feed speed: 12-18
m/min.

“AIRFUSION”
With “AirFusion” can be achieved an excellent finishing quality of the panel. This technology
allows the edgebanding without the use of glue
and makes invisible the junction line between
edge and panel in an incredibly simple manner
and with low investment.
The “AirFusion” technology is compatible and
can be perfectly integrated with the traditional
gluing technologies to allow maximum diversification of production in a single machine. It is
available on the complete range of Scm Group’s
edge banders, starting from the “Olimpic K 560”
range, with application speed up to 25 m / min.
“PU BOX L”
Thanks to a new compact design, the new “PU
Box L” premelter for polyurethane glue guarantees
the performance of the Pur glue at the highest
level by optimizing the consumption
with the melting of the glue only when requested.
The exclusive “CFS” cooling device prevents the undesirable increase in viscosity
and, therefore, the progressive aging of
the glue left in the melting chamber. The
specific design of the melting chamber,
as well as the direct hermetic coupling
on the glue tank, allows the maximum
degree of protection against humidity without the use of nitrogen gas, even in case of
non-use of the device for several days. These solutions grant high performance of the glue and
always perfect finish of the panels.
“SGP” GLUE POT”
Smart dosage management, fast glue changeover,
maximum ease of cleaning of all parts, are some
of the features of the innovative “SGP” glue pot.

GIARDINA
“DUALTECH 501” SPRAYING MACHINE
According to ancient Greek philosophers such
as Aristotle, the universe is made up of five
classical elements: water, earth, air, fire, and
ether.
Five are also the key elements in a spray equipment: belt cleaning system, belt width, airflow,
running speed and quick color change.
Giardina’s “Dualtech 501” is equipped with
the superefficient belt cleaning system, designed
for a non-aggressive cleaning action and for
effective paint recovery.
The wider conveying surface will capture the
excess product, instead of having it deposited
on the side filters.
The machine boasts a new booth structure,
developed for a better airflow. The filtering surface is arranged so as to keep the overspray
to a minimum.
The “Dualtech 501” is capable of small productions as well as heavy duty performances,

with a running speed range between 2.5 and
7.5 mts/min and a reciprocating frame designed
for being light and robust.
The unique quick color change system “Dualfast”
finds its home with the “Dualtech 501”, making
the machine the perfect match for those manufacturers who like it clean and easy.
The “Dualtech 501” is the ideal companion for
reliable, clean and efficient production. This is
a quality machine, designed for long lasting
performances. Giardina’s goal is to offer a solution that will be consistent and durable, to
work hand in hand with their customers and
grow with them.

www.giardinagroup.com
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“SGP” has been designed to minimize the amount
of recirculating melted glue, in order to prevent
the undesired qualitative decay and favour the
concept of always new glue.
The exclusive Scm Group’s patent also allows to
instantly stop the glue pot and the exposure of
the glue to the roller, thanks to an efficient locking
system.
Panels of different types or thickness, or with different types of glue, can be always perfectly processed with ideal glue dosage and minimal glue
line.
A specific software and an application roller with
a new and unique design optimize all the qualitative
production parameters at any time.
The “SGP” glue pot allows an extremely flexible
and lean production, as it can work with both Eva
and PU glue; it can be loaded either manually or
with automatic premelters depending on the re-

“”Scm Olimpic K 560”.

quired productivity and the glues can be interchanged between them thanks to the automatic
cycle of glue exchange / cleaning with discharge
on a removable collection box.

www.scmgroup.com
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TERMOLEGNO

QUICKWOOD

THE BEST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR RESULTS

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
OF BRUSHING MACHINES

Termolegno srl, company placed in the province
of Pordenone, North-East of Italy, ranks as a
leader in the production and installation of drying
kilns for wood, steaming and heat treatment in
accordance with the ISPM-15, turnkey solutions.
Thanks to the experience and the efficiency of its
plants, has become in over twenty years of activity,
synonymous of quality and reliability trough the
years. One of the many strengths of Termolegno
is to achieve together with the customer the best
implementation based on demand expectation.
This is possible trough the continued evolution
and development in new technologies and drying
techniques that permits wood treatment in its various essences, from the European to the exotic,
in different area of the world, always reaching
high qualitative standards. Thanks to the functionality and constant experimentation, the company
is able to share the best solutions in terms of
energy saving, quality of wood, times of drying
process and simplified system management.
Their programming and control system allows to
achieve maximum flexibility and expandability,
according to the individual needs of the customer.
In the after sales, Tele-assistance and remote assistance via Pc are always available, like spare
parts and consulting. High quality, professional
competence, research and service are the bearing
foundations on which the philosophy of Termolegno
rests. Termolegno offers following systems: Conventional Dryer, Steamer Direct/Indirect, Heat
Treatment according to the Ispm-15, PreDryer. The Pre-Dryer is an excellent solution for
those companies with huge quantities of timber
to be treated.

This facility allows a calm process of decreasing moisture to saturation of the wood
fiber, minimizing drying final process, increasing flexibility with the customers and
reducing the accumulation and costs of
stored wood in yards, eliminating the typical
defects of natural drying outdoors.
The structure can be assembled with different independent zones from each other,
this permits to have the maximum flexibility
in its interior. The technical staff responsible
for marketing the systems puts the customer
as the main actor in the implementation of
the final solution.
Collected all the basic data, the most
suitable project is then processed on the
basis of a feasibility study and a careful
control of the essential factors of the project.
Storage facilities and pre-drying systems
are a good alternative to the natural drying
of the wood, especially where the quality
of the wood is likely to be damaged by
unexpected weather changes.
Different technical solutions of Termolegno installations: tunnel loading system for a quick loading
and unloading; specific technology for tropical,
coniferous and hard wood; heat treatment according to the Ispm-15 for pallets and beyond;
turnkey systems complete with dryer, hydraulic
system (pipes, pumps, fittings, insulation, various)
boiler powered by wood chips for the production
of hot water/steam and superheated water or automatic feeding system with storage silos; energy
saving through the hot saturated air recovery of

moisture during the drying stages; direct/indirect
gas burner system. All processing and raw materials (aluminum and stainless steel) that characterize
the production of drying kilns for wood of Termolegno are strictly "Made In Italy".
Professionals from the craftsmanship that develop
their creativity in our business workshops thereby
creating unique products and 100 percent Italian
design.

www.termolegno.it

IMAS
AIR SUCTION AND FILTRATION SYSTEMS

TAKE CARE OF PRECIOUS IDEAS SELECTING THE MATERIALS,
HANDLING THE DETAILS, TRANSFORMING KNOWLEDGE.

Their key word is improvement and enhancement. This is the leitmotif that Quickwood Esperia srl, actually real pilot in solutions
for processing the finishing of the surface,
has been promoting in recent years. The company can now present to the customers the
most important novelty studied, designed and
built entirely in the factory in Pavia di Udine.
It 's always in this line that recently the double
system of sanding has been launched. This
system combines the rotating system “RO” or
“PRO” along with the orbital device “QRC”
for the combination of smoothing brushes
“Q.Flex” more suitable on flat surface with
the penetrating “QN + QD”, able to enter the
grooves or more difficult points to be reached.
With this system, beside a perfect preparation
of the rough surface, we can achieve a very
good result even before finishing by sanding
water-based primers and/or solvent-based.
Remaining on the theme of innovation the
company has focused its resources in the
study of different options, of low price, but absolutely effective: in this way various models
have born, such as the “QRC” above mentioned, “QTOS” with the translating head, “QCS”
for the transversal processing, “PA” horizontal
brush for super finishing, etc. Handworking
therefore, will no longer be needed since,
thanks to Quickwood machines, one can get
a result of the same quality with maximum efficiency and speed of processing.
Established in 1989 and now highly innovative,
Quickwood has a technical and commercial
structure highly qualified. Taking advantage
from the great flexibility of the machining brush
system, the plants built in the factory in Udine
are designed to meet all the needs of small,
medium and large companies operating in
the sectors of wood and metal on the national
and foreign territory. The Quickwood circuit is,
in fact, present in Italy, but - with its affiliates has offices in Germany (Quickwood Vertrieb),
Russia (Quickwood Russia), in France (Service
Francais), England (Quickwood UK) and the
USA (Quickwood LLC).

www.quickwood.com

Imas Aeromeccanica srl, founded in 1975,
develops machines and processes aimed at
creating air suction and filtration, with a view to
save energy and reduce maintenance. For
over 40 years, Imas has been leader in the design and implementation of air suction, air depuration/filtration and dust filtering plants in
wood working field, plastic industry and biomass
recycling sector:
With the experience gained in decades, they
are able to provide bag or cartridge modular
filtration systems of their series “D-PHC”, “DC”,
“M-23”, “M-30” suitable for the separation of
dry dust resulting from such operations, and
storage filtering system unit till 500 m3 capacity.
As part of the wood work, one of the elements
that is produced during the working phases,
are dusts, harmful to the health of workers and
dangerous for the explosion when they reach
certain levels. For these reasons, Imas Aeromeccanica has worked over the years in designing and manufacturing air suction and filtration
systems, using high-quality and Atex certified
materials and that they are suitable for any
type of work and to every work environment.
Dust collectors used in these systems are endowed both with sleeves and cartridges depending on the kind of dust.

Reggiani S.p.A. internally manages the
entire production cycle and can deliver a
finished product in a few days.
Services of automatic layout, pre-print, digital
printing, offset printing and roto-offset
printing, bindery full cycle, as well as an
intensive counseling busyness in the total
guaranty of an accurate quality control.

THOUGHT, PRINTED, BOUND, PUBLISHED.

reggiani spa divisione arti grafiche
Via Alighieri, 50 - 21010 Brezzo di Bedero (VA) - IT - Tel. +39 0332.546401 - Fax +39 0332.546426

artigrafiche@reggiani.it

www.reggiani.it

WE EVOLVE, WE PRINT, WE BIND
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“PRO”.

Quickwood headquarter in Pavia di Udine.
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PRIMULTINI

BIESSE

MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR SAWMILLS

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS AT LESDREVMASH

Primultini was founded in 1923 by
Aristodemo Primultini, at the beginning
it was a small company producing
machines for joinery, then in a few
years it became one of the best
known and appreciated manufacturers
in Italy.
Around the 50's the company decided
to specialize in machines for sawmill
industry, focusing on the technology
for band saw blades: this proved to
be a winning choice as Primultini has
been the leading company in its
sector the world over for many years
now with thousands of plants working all over the
world. The management of the company always
remained within the Primultini family and is now in
the hands of the third generation. To enter the
market in a more effective and complete way,
around the '80s the company found some complementary companies and established additional
sales offices: Mec-Legno, specialized in manufacturing and marketing of modern machines for
the maintenance of the saw blades, with a special
department where second-hand machinery for
sawmill are reconditioned and Pribo, specialized
in consulting, research, design and construction
of complete sawmill plants.
Together with its subsidiary companies, Primultini
can provide safe and innovative solutions for

Biesse will participate this year too to Lesdrewmash, the International exhibition for machinery,
equipment and technology for logging, woodworking and furniture industries which, arrived
to its 16th edition, will take place in Moscow on
October, 24-27. Biesse will exhibit on its stand
the complete range of technological solutions:
sizing, drilling, milling, edgebanding and sanding
machines. This is a demonstration of how much
Biesse believes in this market. Visitors can
assist to live demonstrations of numerical controlled processing center “Rover J FT 1224”
and “Rover A Smart 5 axis”, vertical drilling
machine “Eko 2.1”, panel sizing center “Selco
every production requirement: log band saws
with one or two blades, resaws for slabs and for
semi-finished products, chipping canters, multiple
ripsaws, automatic edgers, saw-servicing equipment, complete sawmill lines, with conveyers for
logs and boards.Primultini machines and plants
are working in more than 100 countries all over
the world. Skilled personnel give their assistance
before, during and after sale. A dozen skilled technicians supervise the plant start-up at the customer’s site. Primultini is always ready to make
the necessary investments to conform to the sector’s rapidly changing needs and technologies.
In 2015 it also acquired the Bongioanni brand,
another historical company in the sector.
www.primultini.com

ZAFFARONI

CEFLA FINISHING

THE MULTI-GROOVING OF GLUED BOARDS

CEFLA MOULDING LINES

The Zaffaroni in Turate (Como-Italy) also this
year renews its presence at Lesdrevmash
Moscow international fair. The opportunity is
ideal for presenting a recent installation in the
country about a double-spindle Multi-blade
panel saw series "MSR" for the production of
semi-finished elements obtained by the multigrooving of gluedboards panels. Specifically
the issue solved was to make regular and
longitudinal grooves on both upper and lower
surfaces of the calibrated panel. Everything
was solved with a double-spindle "MSR" of
1300mm width capabilities that offers a remarkable labor productivity given to the simultaneous execution of the grooves. In addition to the established high productivity of
the machine, also notable is its simplicity of
use and tooling, made so by the rapid and
assisted removal of tools-holder shafts. With
this modern management of the tools, the
"MSR" series can also boast a fair flexibility
and adaptability of use, that is not common to
traditional solutions in the field of multi-blade
for cutting panels.
www.zaffaroni.com

Cefla Finishing, the world leader
in the coating, decoration and digital
printing of wood and its by-products,
designs and manufactures tailormade “turnkey” lines, mainly for the
wood market.
Expertise acquired on international
markets over the years and a high
level of know-how also make Cefla
Finishing a pivotal provider of technologies for the glass, plastic,
fibre cement, composite material
and metal industries.
One market where Cefla can state
it has important customers worldwide is that of the finishing and sanding
of mouldings: this product type is
playing an ever-greater role in the
construction and furniture industries,
which demand ever-better machining techniques and ever-higher
performance.
To satisfy the full array of customers'
moulding production and finishing
needs, Cefla Finishing has developed a range of dedicated machines
and solutions.
Here are a few examples. The “Performa” moulding sprayer provides an effective response to a
vast range of spraying needs.
Thanks to the vastness of the range – conveying
system with belt or roller type – the machine lets
manufacturers achieve the desired level of moulding quality.
Then there is the “Brushtech”
sanding machine, which can
be used for fine-sanding raw
products, denibbing impregnating products and for the
light sanding of many types
of primer.
Moving on, we have the “BPS”
sander, which can be configured as a function of the
products to be machined, with
users able to choose from
among numerous sanding moXYLON INTERNATIONAL

SK4”, automatic edgebanding center
“Akron 1440” and
calibrating-sanding
“Viet S1”.
“Biesse strongly believes in the potential
of the Russian marFranco Angelotti.
ket and is initiating
a substantial change
in Biesse Russia organization, to be closer to
its customers and potential customers with
strong and competent local staff and a dedicated spare parts department – says Franco
Angelotti – Regional
Sales Manager. Bies“Rover A Smart”.
se, in order to further
strengthen its presence in this market, has
already formed a new
subsidiary and is in
process of constructing the new building,
which will also include
a rich spare parts warehouse for prompt local service. Come and
visit Biesse at hall 8.1.
www.biesse.com
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WEINIG
Acquired 100 percent Weinig Grecon
The Supervisory Board of Michael Weinig AG.
during its meeting on 16 September in Tauberbischofsheim, decided to acquire the remaining
shares in the Weinig Grecon GmbH & Co.
KG. Already in 1998, the technology leader in
the field of machinery and systems for the processing of solid wood acquired 60 percent of
the company. As a manufacturer of Weinig
based in Alfeld/Leine, Weinig Grecon GmbH &
Co. KG. is numbered today among the leading
international companies and specializes in the
production of finger jointed and workmanship
of the ends for all power classes. With this last
step Weinig has strengthened its market position
as a complete provider in the processing of
solid wood door and then forward a coherent
marketing strategy. ■

EXHIBITIONS
“Imm Cologne+Living Kitchen”

dules (wheels, belts or brushes). The ideal solution
with which to obtain the desired level of sanding
quality on furniture and kitchen frames, on picture
or door/window frames or on furniture in general.

www.ceflafinishinggroup.com

September-October 2016

In just over four months, the trade fair duo of
imm cologne/LivingKitchen (16 through 22
January 2017) will open its doors in Cologne.
With around 1,300 exhibitors from 50 countries
across 270,000 square metres of gross exhibition
space, the event in Cologne will once again
present itself as "what is probably the biggest
and most comprehensive furniture store in the
world". As always, the coming edition of imm
cologne will also once again be a uniquely international showcase for the global interior
design industry. Just short of 70 percent of the
exhibitors will be coming from abroad, primarily
from Europe. More than 110,000 industry insiders
are expected on the trade visitor days. Even
now, all of the signs are clearly indicating that
the increased interest from abroad in imm
cologne and LivingKitchen can be built on even
further, thus providing long-lasting support for
the exhibitors in their efforts to grow export
sales. In addressing visitors, the focus is currently
on Europe, North America and China. ■

FOCUS

russia

GREDA

UNICONFORT

GREDA AND THE RUSSIAN MARKET

BIOMASS DISTRICT HEATING: UNICONFORT IN RUSSIA

Once again, Greda – established in 1981 in
Mariano Comense (Italy), in Brianza, the heart
of furniture technology production in Lombardy
and a major district of Italian design – is meeting
the Russian market. Over the years, the company
has become acquainted with this market, pursuing a clear sales strategy and tuning its offer
to a business landscape that has been growing
exponentially in recent decades.
“We specialize in the production of numerical
control machining centers to process not
only solid wood, but also panels; our solutions
are used to machine chairs, tables, beds,
furniture and components in general”, says
Marianna e Daschini, co-owner of the family
company with her brother Piero.
“Our high customization standards are increasingly appreciated by entrepreneurs and
engineers working in the industries of Russia
and the neighbor countries”.

Also for this reason, Greda will exhibit at Lesdrevmash in Moscow, in the booth of their
local agent Mdm Techno, where they are presenting two best-sellers for the Russian market:
“Sprinter” (a highly versatile machining center
with five interpolating axes to perform drilling,
mortising, tenoning, milling, finger-joint and routing operations of five faces) and “Poker V”, a
machining center with four interpolating axes,
equipped with several aggregates and dual
working area, ideal for conventional workpiece
end machining (tenons, slots, holes, butting
etc.), as well as complex milling, contouring,
turning and sanding operations of wooden
parts, ensuring full safety and short production
cycle time.
“We see initial signs of a trend reversal in the
Russian market – Daschini says – and we are
ready to close new partnerships with companies committed to high-quality production”.
www.greda.it
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Heat and electricity at no cost derived from
sawmill waste and wood industries: this is the
technological miracle realized by Uniconfort in
Russia, where two large plants can cover the
thermal energy supply of two cities but also of a
large sawmill. All at low costs, since the plants
are fed with the scraps that would otherwise
entail waste disposal fee.
"A district heating system is being assembled
in the nearby Oktyabrskiy city of 110,000 inhabitants, thus heating homes, shopping centers,
schools, kindergartens and other buildings."
This project was achieved in cooperation with the
District Heating Ustiyanskiy (UTK) ULK group,
which includes the installation of five boilers
“Global 800” model with a power of 9,000,000
kcal/h thermal for each boiler, for a total of 45,000
KW, fed with sawmill scraps: untreated fresh bark,
up to 120 percent humidity, collected by the
Ustiyanskiy Wood Kompany (UTK). The plant will
be active by the end of 2015.
“We are building a co-generation plant for
Ustiyanskiy Wood Kompany (ULK) in the district
of Arkangelskiy fed with scraps of the sawmill:
untreated fresh bark, with humidity up to 120
percent, affirmed Davis Zinetti, Ceo of Uniconfort
The plant will be operational by the end of 2016
and will produce electricity that will be used by
the company (sawmill) and thermal energy to
operate wood driers and pellets production processes.
The Uniconfort plant which heats Severoonezhsk,
a town of 60,000 inhabitants at the very north of
St.Petersburg is already fully operational. "We
were contacted by Gazprom, the Russian company that monitors the Siberian oil and gas
fields - continues Zinetti - fossil fuels that it also
uses to heat the city with the district heating
system, widely used in the former USSR. But it
is often uneconomical to construct the pipeline
network needed to make them reach their destination, without neglecting the problems that
arise when you find yourself having to cross
lands in extreme weather conditions."
Severoonezhsk reaches 40 degrees below zero,
and is not served by a pipeline; moreover for
many months it is cut off from the freight network.
All the buildings are connected to a district heating
network, which uses a very old highly polluting
fuel boiler powered BTZ.
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"The city is surrounded by thousands of miles
of forests and the timber industry is thriving explains Zinetti - The many active sawmills dump
their waste products in an area of no more than
10 kilometers away. These are non-standard
materials which were in any case possible to
enhance energy efficiency thanks to Uniconfort's
high tech." In just 18 months, Uniconfort has installed a plant with four boilers from 6 technical
megawat yield 5 million kilocalories/hour each including design and construction. Thanks to Uniconfort's experience, it was possible to use the
distribution networks already present, by applying
apparatus exchangers to adjust the pressure. As
for maintenance, technicians were trained on site
for ordinary programs and assistance teams of
Italian experts to provide extraordinary measures.
"The presence of the plant has triggered a
series of synergies and partnerships for the
supply of fuel and the management of the plant,
leading to a gradual growth of prosperity in the
town - continues Zinetti - This has increased the
overall demand for electric power, which is
completing the scope of the power line that
feeds the site. Constructing a new connection
was too expensive and difficult to implement in
the short term considering the climate, which is
why we have designed a new biomass cogeneration plant that will render the mega facility
completely self-sufficient by the end of 2015. "
Although there are no committed incentives in
Russia, Gazprom and other parties, including the
Government, are observing this type of investment
with great interest, considering it is particularly
attractive thanks to the harsh climate and the
abundant availability of forest biomass.
Uniconfort boilers are compatible with different
types of biomass thanks to an in-house research
center specializing in the study of conventional
biomass combustion and not from
• forest industry and wood processing (sawdust,
bark and wood chips of various sizes)
• agriculture (pruning olive trees and vines, straw
and husks, horse litter, husks and kernels)
• Food Industry (tomato peels, distillation residues,
apple processing, fruit juice processing, threshing
brewery, waste oil seed processing and bran)
• dedicated plantations of trees and herbaceous
(short-middle Rotation)
• cleaning of urban green and the embankment.
www.uniconfort.com

russia
SALVADOR

FINITURE

...SETS NEW TARGETS IN RUSSIA

FINITURE ON THE FIELD

Reaffirm the effectiveness of their technology
in a market that has offered much satisfaction
in the past decade.
This is the goal pursued by Salvador from
San Vendemiano (Treviso) at Lesdrevmash
in Moscow, where the company is exhibiting
again this year.
“We have always been active in these markets – said Christian Salvador, sales manager of the company specializing in optimizing saws – but in the past decade we have
been pushing even stronger, as we believe
there are big opportunities to seize in Russia
and its neighbours countries”.
Such opportunities have translated into solid
relationships with tens of companies producing
glulam strips, as well as producers of wood
constructions, furniture and outdoor furniture.

Finiture contributed to Hämeenkyrön Ikkunatehdas
Oy’s rebirth by planning, installing and testing a
painting plant within the agreed tight deadlines.
Moreover, the new plant enables the customer to
reach a higher automation level in the window finishing phase. The plant consists of a overhead
Power & Free conveyor, a spraying booth, a
spraying robot with automatic color change and
third-dimension detection system, and finally a
drying tunnel with high-efficiency, closed circuit
“LDP system” with air dehumidification.
A peculiarity of this plant is the presence of six
different unloading stations and a screen on
which the operators can see which elements are
in every station. In this way, operators can easily
check which kinds of elements (frames, shutters,
single parts, special parts) are ready and so they
can optimize the unloading operations as well.

The last 13th June the eighteenth painting plant
of Finiture in Finland was inaugurated at the
premises of the company Hämeenkyrön Ikkunatehdas Oy.
The event was particularly noteworthy because it
took place one year after the fire which destroyed
Hämeenkyron’s window production plants and its
stock of finished windows. Only two machines
were spared from fire, which also damaged other
parts of the hall. The inauguration was documented
by Yle, the Finnish public television broadcaster.
During an interview, Olli Toiviainen, Ceo of Hämeenkyrön, proudly underlined that one rarely
hears of companies being destroyed and then
rebuilt in less than one year – and which can
even boast a higher technological level than their
previous state.

www.finiture.it

In Moscow, Salvador is exhibiting two solutions:
“Supercut 500”, ideal for huge volumes and
high productivity, and “Superpush 200”, a
flexible solution, ideal for those who need an
"easy" machine offering high efficiency and
high quality. “We expect a successful event”,
Christian Salvador said. “These are certainly
hard times and this region is experiencing
a political and economic season that also
has an impact on the woodworking industry.
Nevertheless, we still believe we must be
here and play our part. As evidence of this
decision, we have maintained and expanded
our sales network, and we are ready to aim
higher!”.
Salvador's plans include the promotion of
the new powerful combined machine “Superange 600-ALL IN 1”, an optimizing saw
with a boring aggregate that maximizes its
potential, a high-end response to all companies
in Russia and the surrounding countries, looking for powerful and innovative technology.

www.salvadormachines.com
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TOOLS

FROM MACHINERY TO TOOLS
When you have woodworking in your DNA, following your “paths” becomes easier. That’s why Cnt Machines
decided to join BP Tools, a meeting that led to the creation of a new, effective adjustable knife bit for dowels.
Why are we presenting a machinery company, a
technology supplier, in a special focus on tools?
The answer is easy: Cnt Machines in Buttrio,
near Udine, sell and distribute woodworking technology. Their origins date back a long time
ago, with roots in the Camam business, now part
of Comec Group, well-known to anyone who
deals with chairs and solid wood processing. A
story of expertise and the determination to sell
woodworking equipment with an added value,
an additional touch... in other words, build woodworking machinery.
The project is working and, however recent, has
been growing constantly. In 2014, the company
realized they could take another step, i.e. get into
the tooling business, leveraging their ancient expertise and knowledge. So, Cnt acquires shares
from BP Tools, and in the process, a new adjustable knife bit for dowels is developed, a
tool that immediately arouses attention from the
market. But let’s tell the story from the beginning,
it’s worth knowing all the details...
MACHINERY
“If you consider our story – says Nicola Tinappo,
Cnt Machines co-founder with his brother Cristian
– we could not stay away from machines! We
made a strong decision, namely focus on “special” products, solutions designed or adapted
exactly to our customer requirements, to give
them what they need. This approach has rewarded us, it is based on longstanding experience in a district - called the Chair Triangle where solid wood and specific woodworking
operations are an established tradition. Today
things have changed, the Triangle has changed,
and we work abroad, in former USSR countries,
Indonesia, Vietnam and Bosnia.
We resell technology from popular Italian brands,
but we have also added our skills in reconditioning used equipment, often adapting them
to new applications. Let me tell you that we do
not just give a hand of paint or change some
screws: we dismantle every single piece, we
check it, we revamp it and we add new functions.
Needless to say, many customers appreciate
the opportunity to have effective technology
with affordable investments. This approach is
not feasible in all situation and we often recommend to purchase new equipment, but in most
cases we are able to solve the problem”.
“It's a stimulating, peculiar job that has helped
us increase our visibility”, Tinappo continues.
“Customers contact us, they illustrate their problem, we look for a suitable machine in our warehouse and we start from there. We are a small
business, six people generating 1.5 million euro
revenues; we have developed specific skills

and identified a direction. We have a customerdriven approach, we are not product-centric.
We travel, we talk, we discuss with customers,
we look for partners in other countries to support
our business, offering local resources, expertise,
quick service and accurate installation. We also
offer training services to our customers: right
now, one of our collaborators is training the
staff of a Mexican customer to operate machines
we have just delivered and commissioned ".
BP TOOLS
“We got into the tools business two years ago,
in 2014”, Tinappo explains. “We process solid
wood, we have to deal with tenons and finger
joints; as we are achieving excellent results
also in these areas, we realized that, with “dedicated” tools, we could improve our expertise
and have bigger chances to increase the loyalty
of our customers. Friuli is a region of toolmakers,
although things have changed much in the
past fifteen years, as I mentioned before. The
stronger companies have survived, those with
a solid organization, able to work on a global
scale... We stick to our own approach, we
believe in a basic rule, namely serve our customers, collaborate with them to solve their
problems, whether it's technology or maintenance, grinding or supplying a new tool. It's a
constant day-by-day relationship, essential to
avoid expensive machine downtime or wasted
time. Two years ago we realized that it was time
to take another step, i.e. join the tools business.
So we decided to acquire shares in a small tool
manufacturer in the Triangle area. That’s the
origin of BP Tools, created together with brothers
Daniele and Marco Passoni. Now we have a
complete portfolio, we can approach our customers with all the resources, from machines to
consulting, from tools to measure-made solutions,
both for the machines we resell and for the
equipment we recondition and revamp.
Our customers know that they can rely on us to
find a solution".
A strategic choice...
“Sure. Cnt Machines and BP Tools are one
entity, two companies that move together in
synch. Normally, machinery and tools are sold
by different organizations: we are an exception.
An appreciated exception, I daresay, without
underestimating the value of other actors”.
Let’s talk about your new bit for dowels...
“It’s the result of our deep knowledge of chain
production machines and solid wood processing
in general, and a new challenge in the world of
tools, with partners who know their business
very well. A while
ago we made
some experiments and we developed a knife
bit for dowels that
is fully adjustable.
After initial tests,
we offered the
bits to our key
customers asking
to test them in the
field, to evaluate
their effectiveness, durability
and performance.
We knew that the
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progressive diffusion of numerical control machines for tenoning operations
was driving several users to
adopt tools that
could get to the
finished part:
you put a wood
piece into the
machine and you
get a finished
part ready to be
assembled. To
do this, you need
versatile and
powerful tools that deliver excellent finishing
quality. Our bit was up to the challenge. The
results even exceeded our expectations and
we saw that our tool not only ensures high finishing quality at maximum speed with no effort,
but it can even work at faster feed rates. So, a
tool with excellent performance from all points
of view, capable of increasing the productivity
of a machine and to "support" the performance
of advanced technology equipment".
How did you make it?
“We designed and manufactured the tool to
withstand high feed rates and rotation speeds,
thus ensuring higher speeds and finishing quality
than standard solutions. The knives on the front
face and the overall shape are the key factors,
as they provide for effective material removal
and long duration. This tool has no expensive
spare parts, you can use standard knives, or
ad-hoc profiled knives, but still with affordable
costs. The entire tool can be adjusted to get
the desired result and we could achieve such
performance with a very narrow diameter, 30
millimeters, which offers maximum accuracy
and total flexibility. It takes only fifteen minutes
to replace the knives and actually revamp the
tool”.
How has the market responded?
“We just had to show it to a few customers and
exhibit at Xylexpo to arouse strong interest: we
immediately started to receive orders. After all,
it’s a solution that can achieve feed rates up to
12 meters per minute at 18 thousand rpm,
getting up to 20 thousand with no effort, which
is a valuable opportunity for modern working
centers.
We already have dozens of pieces in production
and response from the global market is also
excellent".
What’s the secret?
“There are several benefits. Dimensions are important for sure. Another evidence of the effectiveness of this solution is the interest shown by
many technology suppliers, all the big names.
It's a great opportunity for us to deliver the
original equipment to major manufacturers,
while they have the opportunity to improve the
performance of their machinery.
I have always believed in synergy, in collaboration. The companies in our industry are too
small to go their own way without looking around.
It’s better to work together, to find ideas and information that can be useful to all those who
decide to work together. We are not giants, and
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if we don't team up, we are condemned to
suffer! Today you have to fight hard to get every
little piece of success...".
by Luca Rossetti

www.cntmachines.it
www.bptools.com

TECHNICAL FEATURES

The adjustable knife bit for dowels by BP
Tools is an innovation for numerical control
working centers. Versatile and practical with
its interchangeable knives, it can machine
several profiles by just changing the insert,
from smooth to chip-breaking, from fishbone
to customer-specific designs, meeting all
requirements with one product.
The small diameter allows to work both at
low and high rotation speeds, proportional
to the workpiece feed rates, always ensuring
excellent finishing and shorter cycle time
compared to traditional tools.
The dowel width is also easy to adjust, from
8 millimeters minimum to 31 millimeters maximum.
Changing the knives is very easy and intuitive:
the knife seats are designed to be self-centering, so that the insert replacing time is
minimized, while ensuring the highest accuracy.
BP Tools also decided to finish the dowel
bit with a “TiN” coating, which combines
excellent wear resistance and low friction.

Nicola Tinappo shows the innovative bit
by BP Tools”.

COMPANIES

HOMAG GROUP: ALL-ROUND COMPETITIVENESS
Homag Group have always believed in Xylexpo, investing significant resources in the event. It’s a key
date together with Homag Treff, the big open house
organized at the Schopfloch headquarters as we are
closing this Xylon International issue, so we will report
about it in the next. Xylexpo 2016 was an excellent
showcase for the biggest global actor of our industry.
Homag’s management stated this at the traditional
press conference during the Milan exhibition.
Walter Crescenzi, Homag Italia managing director
was very upbeat as he drew the balance of the Milan
May: “Once again, we were represented at Xylexpo
with a very innovative stand, presenting interesting
solutions along the entire process chain. The videos
and simulations provided by the Homag Systems
experts were also very helpful, allowing us to show
everything that plant technology can offer for wood
and wood-based materials, which would be impossible to show even in the largest of stands!
Using different approaches, in Milan we presented
many solutions that respond to all requirements,
from high-flexibility large plants for high-productivity
lines for the industry, to machines and working
islands designed for medium-sized and small businesses. There is no doubt that such an extensive
and articulated portfolio is the best way to draw
the attention of visitors, and many of them were
also attracted by our frequent hands-on demonstrations”.

Dürr seems to have boosted
organization, the acquisitions
the growth of the German
and sales expansion strategies
group, with revenues up by
deployed in North America,
14 percent from 915 million in
the stronger commitment in In2014. Such results had to be
dia and Poland, as well as in
celebrated at Xylexpo. Emmany world regions, are feedployment also increased from
ing our optimism for the next
5,659 on December 31, 2014,
period”, said Pekka Paasito 5,906 on December 31,
vaara, new Ceo for a few
2015, and the same goes for
months now, in Milan.
the short-term outlook: the tarAs stressed in Milan, the inWalter Crescenzi.
get for the fiscal year 2016 is
dustry scenario is changing
to exceed the 1,100 million euro threshold. deeply: especially the Chinese and American
markets are experiencing major changes, but
“The new technology we constantly offer user requirements are evolving in all regions,
to the market, the new approach to our faster or slower.

The more a big and effective organization like
Homag can read these signals and turn them
into "industrial operations", the bigger targets it
will achieve. Now more than ever, the wood and
furniture industry is calling out loud to have technology that supports high flexibility in production,
excellent quality of finished products, advanced
automation with lower operating and processing
costs, faster lead time and customer service response, also through next-generation software
systems. Enough to be shaking in your boots.
And that’s true not just for Homag: it's a challenge
everyone has to face, from big international groups
to the smallest business.
by Luca Rossetti

www.homag.com

In Milan, the spotlights were cast on service, with several new options designed to streamline and optimize
dialog with customers: basically, a smart approach
to identify and solve potential issue in real time and
remotely. With “ServiceBoard”, that's the name of
the new service offer, you get into a new dimension:
all you need is an iPad, equipped with suitable
software, and you have a portable service center in
your hands. With few gestures you get in touch with
the service center and the video diagnostic system
sends all required information to identify the problem
and how it can be solved. Getting support is easy:
the operator can answer immediately and send instructions to the customer, possibly using pictures or
videos. It's much easier to identify possible failures
requiring a visit by an engineer or the shipment of
spare parts, because "ServiceBoard" also provides
direct access to "eParts" spare stocks; furthermore,
the status of the service request can be traced online,
so that the user can monitor progress in real time.
The new “Service-Monitoring” feature is specifically
addressed to furniture manufacturers using integrated
plants: it displays maintenance actions for all machines, production and usage parameters, and a calendar of service operations. Basically, you have a
quick and easy overview of plant/line status, monitoring
any parameter and optimizing management to maximize productivity and have full peace of mind for
maintenance.
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FINANCIAL FIGURES
Xylexpo also offered the opportunity to remind Homag’s
successful results, which translated into a new alltime record for the fiscal year 2015. In 2015, the
group achieved an order intake of 1,058 million euro,
versus 911 in 2014. Revenues largely exceeded the
seemingly unachievable threshold of one billion euro,
a target that the group management had set for
2017; instead, with 1,039 million euro, the record was
set two years in advance. So, the takeover by giant
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TECHNOLOGY

EVENTS

“PROFIPRESS L II 2500” GLUING PRESS

MAKOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES
About fifty business owner did not miss the opportunity: in Pasiano, they could “experience”
one of the most powerful and advanced technologies by Makor, the Tuscan company with longstanding experience in profile finishing and a
leader in surface coating in the past fifteen years.
“We want to expand our business in Triveneto
further – said Carlo Dolciami, sales manager –
so we decided to organize an open-house
event in the premises U.M., one of our longtime partners. We took the opportunity to show
the machine we were exhibiting in Atlanta at
the end of August, a solution that has aroused
much attention for its power and great flexibility”.
“Robospray Twin” is a combined machine that
fits into the high end of Makor’s portfolio, a technology that executes the coating of complex
parts – using an articulated robot arm with six
interpolating axes both with stationary workpiece
and “in continuous mode”, i.e. following a part
the moves on a belt conveyor. But not only: “Twin”
means that the machine is equipped with a
second arm, a reciprocating arm that executes
simpler operations faster.
The combined action of both arms virtually solves
all coating problems, offering a highly versatile
machine which can paint almost anything. For instance, the robot arm can be programmed to
paint the edges of a semifinished product, a
panel, while the second arm coats the surface.
All of this at up to 5 meters per minute speed.
“We have been able to create a smart machine
– Dolciami added – offering high performance,
superior finishing quality and high versatility as
a result of its two arms. And we also have a
competitive price, which makes our proposal
quite aggressive. This is why our inline machine
has already been installed in several factories
around the world".
What are the key benefits, in your opinion?
“It solves any problem related to the complexity
of a part to be painted, especially for small
batches, which are increasingly common. Our
“Twin” has the flexibility to ensure high quality for
small batches of “difficult” parts, but it can also
be a precious tool to handle temporary production
peaks: the robot arm can be programmed to operate as a conventional oscillating arm, allowing
“Robospray” to achieve very high productivity
levels. Such versatility and flexibility are complemented by an effective color change system,
which allows to switch from one cycle to another
in a very short time. Not only: “Twin” is also
equipped with an automatic head changer, which
in few seconds can be set up to apply products
that require application systems with different
pressure values. Through the supervisory systems
that normally control the line where this machine
is installed, each phase, each operation is handled
completely automatically”.
“Robospray Twin” by Makor features two workpiece recognition systems at the infeed. A 3D
laser scanner reads the shape, so the operator
only has to decide “how” he wants to paint, how
many passes and in which sequence.
For parts with very complex shapes – hard to
read for the scanner, for instance parts with un-

dercuts – you can upload the 3D file of the part
drawing, and that’s it!
“We have enhanced the technological standards
because complex shapes are more and more
frequent, also in big companies”, Dolciami said.
And he added: “Also “Twin”, just like all our machines, can be equipped with suitable circuits
for different paints, from water to UV, up to
polyurethane. This is further evidence of our
concept of versatility... We believe we have made
a big step forward, and even if we have been
working in the coating industry for "just" fifteen
years, we think we have demonstrated that we
love challenges and the our multifold experience
in painting has enabled us to raise the bar...”.
Since its official debut at Ligna 2013, “Robospray
Twin” has been constantly updated and enhanced
to be closer and closer to the daily requirements
of users. For instance, a longitudinal mechanical
axis was added to achieve speeds up to five
meters per minute in “following” mode, also for
complex parts. “Robospray Twin” is a perfect solution for closed-loop lines, as with its flexibility it
can be programmed for complete cycles, from
paint application to double basecoat, or topcoat
application: all you need is a supervisor and
internal warehouses to handle any batch without
issues.
“To achieve this result we have created a dedicated team – Dolciami said – a group of people
working on robots and line control systems.
And today, here in Pasiano di Pordenone, we
can show the best of our achievements, we
can present what we can offer, not only for
Makor's longstanding experience in profiles
and picture frames, but also for our capacity
to innovate in high-tech surface coating technology. We want people to touch what we can
do, in a market situation that is improving, at
last: we see strong growth, especially abroad,
and in the finishing business we can say that
demand is expanding”.

Most workshop businesses still use star presses
or frame presses for gluing solid wood. However,
an automated solution such as the “PPL II 2500”
from Weinig Dimter is well worth considering.
Productivity and flexibility are increasingly determining factors for the day-to-day operations of
workshop businesses. Unfortunately, this often
push-es conventional technologies beyond their
limits. The same is true when it comes to laminating
solid wood lamellae.
However, simplifying and auto-mating process
sequences can achieve significant improvements
in efficiency. High-tech processes such as highfrequency hardening improve the quality of the
end product but the greatest benefit is seen in
terms of profitability. And, of course, the space situation in the workshop is also important.
The “PPL II 2500” gluing press has been specially
designed for these conditions while also offering
the advantage of simple use in efficient one-man
operation. The machine comes into its own where
star and frame presses require labor-intensive
manual work.
Here, the horizontal construction of the press with
horizontal press bed constitutes a clear advantage.
The laborious charging of different work levels required by older technologies is a thing of the
past. Also, the individual lamellae do not need to
be fixed or clamped.
Depending on the level of equipment, in the particularly compact “Basic” or “Comfort” version
the wood is simply front-loaded or laid on the
feed table and fed to the press bed. The press
bed is emptied automatically via a clearing strip
or conveyor belt. The machine can be operated
either via two-hand opera-tion or a touchscreen.
Different processes are also available for gluing
according to requirements. The basic version
offers roller glue application from a rolling gluing
station. Powered and synchronized infeed and
out-feed transport ensure even glue application
and prevent smearing. The feed speed is adjustable, allowing it to be easily adapted to work
and cy-cle times. The first step towards further
rationalization is semi-automatic glue application.
The main benefit of this is simple handling of the
lamel-lae via a conveyor belt.
The resulting precise glue application ensures a
reduction in glue consumption of up to 50 per
cent.
As an option, the press bed can be loaded via

MARIO CECCUZZI
“In life, you need passion: if you believe in a
project and put your passion, you are going to
be successful". So said Mario Ceccuzzi, cofounder of Mako, whom we met before leaving
the open-house event. An opportunity to chat...
“It takes “hunger”, a drive to excellence, and
maybe we have lost this attitude in Italy. We
must not be afraid of competition, wherever it
comes from: at Makor, we believe in our ideas,
our projects and we bring them to life - I repeat
- with great passion.
We were lucky to guess that we had to join the
panel business. We took our chances, offering
what we though the market needed. And we
are still here, with the same passion and a new
challenge: our “Robospray”. The new creation
by our team, an innovative, powerful and versatile
machine, that proves Makor’s capacity to respond
to the new needs of global markets. With the
same optimism since 1968, we keep looking
ahead, believing that Italian coating technology
will always be a global excellence”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.makor.it
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conveyor belt.
his enables simultaneous charging and emptying,
enabling the machine's capacity to be increased,
particularly in multi-lane operation.
At the top end of the equipment op-tions is automatic glue application with subsequent fully-automatic layer formation of the glued lamellae.
Even pressure ensures that the gluing press
achieves particularly high gluing quality.
The layers of lamellae are fixed via pressure
plates, which are simply inserted into the press
bed. Fixing with screws or similar aids is not necessary. The press bed is raised and lowered hydraulically.
The press cylinders can be switched on and off
separately via a control panel with selector
switches. The pressing cycle takes upwards of
one minute depending on the wood and glue types.
The Die “PPL II 2500 Comfort” can be upgraded
to a simple and efficient high-frequency press at
little expense.
Depending on the wood, glue and product, the
press can produce up to 400 sq m of solid wood
panels per shift. The intelligent high-frequency
(HF) hardening is characterized by the fact that
only the joints are heated. The wood retains its
temperature and remains free from tension.
The standard version of the “PPL II 2500” can
press panels with a width between 1,150 and
1,350 mm and a length of 400 to 2,500 mm in a
single run.
Lamella thicknesses of 10 to 60 mm can be processed. With the 90 mm thickness option, the
maximum press force is 240 kN.
Required connections are 6–8 bar for compressed
air and 400 V/ 50 HZ for electricity.
The Weinig Dimter gluing press achieves maximum
value creation across a wide variety of applications.
The machine is used in the production of furniture
as well as fitted kitchens, table plates and general
interior fittings.
Staircases, doors and frames can also be produced
on the gluing press. With its different levels of
equipment, the press can be ideally adapted to
individual requirements through to the ultimate
discipline of HF gluing.

www.weinig.com

INNOVATION

Federico Ratti.

It it's true that any gesture, habit and behavior is
changing, the search, selection and purchase of
furniture cannot possibly remain the same. Much
has changed with the big producers of RTA
furniture kits and mass retail. But a lot more is
going to change. How? For sure, we will see a
multiplication of sales channels to access the
available offer, and the market actor will also
change, probably with unexpected results. 3D
printing, additive manufacturing, digital print are
directions that the industry has already taken,
and the final destination is still not totally clear.
And not even the road to reach it, to be quite
frank. The feeling is that there are several new
developments awaiting us. “Just think about 3D
printing, the rise of a generation of “fab-labs”, a
new form of "factory and laboratory” where you
can send a file and have your object, your prototype delivered at home in few days. All of this in
a market – or at least the “evolved” portion of the
international market – that is changing much
faster than we realize”. There is no doubt for
Federico Ratti, technical manager of Scm Group,
the giant of wood and wood-based materials technology, with advanced expertise also in composites, plastics, stones and glass. All these materials will be more and more valuable for future
furnishings. We met Ratti to talk about “Close to
the Customer”, a project funded by the European
Community and developed by a group of about
ten European partners, including universities, research centers and leading companies. In addition
to this article, we refer you to the webpage
www.mckn.eu/projects/CTC/ and we say immediately that the purpose of this project is to find
new directions for the furniture industry, which
must be ready to face the future with new tools.
This is true from all points of view, not only for
materials and technology, but also for manufacturing processes and new ways to approach
and establish a relationship with end customers.
In this respect, a key factor is the capacity to
produce goods with high flexibility and total customization.
“You will remember that in 2009 – Ratti continues
– we started to talk more frequently about “batch
one”. For technology vendors like us, the challenge was clear: furniture manufacturers had to
respond to customers who were hungry for
customization. At the same time, the economic
situation in that period was not enthusiastic
and required to minimize or even eliminate
stocks. Only very few organizations can still
afford to produce in line. For all the rest, the

transition from “mass production” to “mass
customization” was inevitable. We are all
looking for ways to shorten the supply chain, to
find new opportunities in this radical change.
We started to think about a solution in 2012,
with a clear idea: enable our customers to
create a piece of furniture using a fleet of simple
and fast machines, in order to progress from
order to delivery very quickly. The European
project helped us realize that we had to make a
step forward in logistics, supported by valuable
partners like Synesis or the Milan Polytechnic
or the Hochschule in Rosenheim. Our machines, our solutions were installed inside a
real miniature factory that – last April, during
the Furniture Show in Milan – we set up at the
Brianza shopping mall in Paderno Dugnano,
few kilometers off Milan”.
What did you present to people who were doing
their courses and decided to have a piece of furniture made in the meanwhile?
“It was an integrated cell designed to deliver a
furniture kit, ready-to-assemble, starting from
laminated panels. In the beginning, we considered using several machines to create a sort of
manufacturing route, but then we opted for a
less traditional concept and in Paderno Dugnano
we installed an edgebanding working center
with advanced capabilities, combined with a
smart warehouse and a robot that handles all
loading and unloading operations. So, the panel
is loaded onto the worktable, machined with a
nesting process, cut, edgebanded and unloaded.
We also designed a vacuum cup lifting system
for the nesting worktable so that we could
execute the edgebanding process very easily,
with no complications. And the same vacuum
cups "handle" the finished furniture parts, transporting them to the unloading area in the most
suitable sequence to package the kit. Of course,
the consumer, the end customer of our furniture,
has nothing to do with this part of the process.
For them, the key moment is when they stand
in front of the configurator developed by Missler
Software, another partner of this European
project, to design the furniture that will be manufactured by the machine".

suction and control systems. A sort of temporary
factory, with 24-hour attendance and surveillance!”.
What about technology?
“We opted for a solution that is basically “standard”, a Morbidelli “Planet 800” machine with
edgebanding aggregate, complemented by a
robot for loading and unloading and equipped
with “pop-up” vacuum cups as explained before.
This machine is also nice to see and, starting
from a large panels, it delivers all the parts
ready to be assembled. Let me add that this is
a prototype, but we have brought it very close
to production, because several entrepreneurs
we invited to see the concept were really interested. We have already sold two machines featuring the patented "HE-Pod” system of vacuum
cups that move up and down to give maximum
freedom to move around the panel”.
In terms of sales promotion, this project was a
huge success”, Federico Ratti concludes. “Many
entrepreneurs came to this the new concept at
work, it represents a technological leap that
reaffirms the inventiveness and creativity of
Scm Group: innovation is expensive, but we
are not afraid of investing, because we really
believe in the necessity to develop new ideas
constantly.
In ten years, this might be the new way to make
measure-made furniture, with increasingly complex
machines that – however – are closer and closer
to customers and can be operated by people
with less expertise and skills than in the past…”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.scmgroup.com

Is this a working solution that we will soon find
anywhere?
“The April experience was the result of intensive
design and research work. We showed to the
European authorities that launched the project
that our concept not only works, but can also
be implemented anywhere very easily, achieving
the expected results. I have to say that one of
the keys to success was the partnership with
the Brianza shopping mall, as we found a manager, Stefano Rovelli, who was enthusiastic to
be involved in this event. Logistic organization
required great attention, as the available space
was not unlimited, for obvious reasons, and we
solved this by setting up a big tent in the
parking lot. The tensile structure was equipped
like a real factory, with machines, technologies,
power compressed air and electricity generators,
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FURNITURE IN THE SHOPPING CART...

Imagine you go to a supermarket and, before
you start shopping, you can enter a “miniature
furniture factory” with a computer and a
monitor to design a piece of furniture you
need, with custom shape, dimensions and
color, and you can also choose the number
of shelves or the type of doors …With few
easy gestures you enter dimensions and all
the details to create the final design. That’s it:
you take your cart and go shopping. When
you have finished, you come back and pick
up your new piece of furniture, ready to assemble, and bring it home together with meat
and grocery. And if does not fit into your car,
someone can deliver and maybe even assemble it! Revolutionary, isn’t it? This is a
major example of “Mass customization”: adhoc design, manufacturing and delivery,
matching everyone’s desires. Advanced technology that combines total automation and
extreme customization, “...placing the customer
at the core of the process, as he designs his
own furniture”, they say at Scm Group.

COMPANIES

YACHTLINE 1618, EXCELLENCE IN BOAT FURNISHINGS
An amazing company producing top-quality furniture for mega giga yachts sailing the seas and
making their owners happy. Elegance, style,
quality, design and technology, with handicraft
operations based on the use of next-generation
working centers. All signed by Biesse...
“A few days ago I was watching a documentary
on the television. It was about a wonderful
Bentley car, so beautiful that its interiors had required two square meters of briar wood. I
smiled, because just a few months ago we delivered the furnishings of a huge yacht, for
which I personally selected and purchased 50
thousand square meters of briar wood, using
“onl” nine thousand, because each splice, each
piece taken from those veneers sheets had to
be perfectly matching and coordinated. That’s
the only way to achieve the results that customers
expect from us”.
This is no joke for Fiorenzo Bandecchi, coowner with Enrico Ciacchini of Yachtline 1618
in Bientina, near Pisa. In this area of Tuscany, few
kilometers away from the ancient maritime republic
Pisa and not far from the world-famous shipbuilding
yards, you can find these “sea furniture maker”,
craftsmen who know how to build furniture for
challenging environments, not only due to the
hard test of sea conditions, but also because it's
not easy to complete a ship, create compartments
with partition walls to divide each room, and
furnish them according to the desires of rich ship
owners.
There are essential performance standards, characteristics to be complied with, strict rules. You
cannot just be able to make a bed or a sofa: they
must be “seafaring”.
Yachtline Arredomare 1618 spa is the holding of
a group that also includes Genesis Yachtline, a
strategic business for the American market, based
in Fort Lauderdale, Miami, at the heart of the international luxury yachting industry. Daureka is
the company that owns the patent of the “Fit
Lock” mounting system, an ingenious, powerful
and effective “snap button” that allows to mount
any furniture part or component very easily and
ensuring a strong link; this company also produces
for third parties, not only the holding company.
The patent witnesses to the ingenuity of the
Bientina staff...
And then Skinvento, producing panels for hull
compartments, special insulated walls made of
specific materials according to their destination,
offering ad-hoc performance for each boat section.
“We are the only boat furniture manufacturers
in the world who make our own panels”, Bandecchi says with pride....If you want to achieve
top quality, you must control every stage and
all the materials you use”.
Coating is the specialty of Diamantell, which
employs about fifty people. “To complement our
shipbuilding operations, at the end of July we
acquired a factory with a 3 thousand square
meter surface and 180 meters of piers in the

Fiorenzo Bandecchi.

ancient harbor of Genoa, for yacht refitting and
renovation projects. In the Mediterranean alone
there are hundreds of boats which are at least
fifteen years old and need some “refreshing”...”.
“We come from the furniture industry like many
others”, Fiorenzo Bandecchi says. “The origins
of the Bandecchi furniture workshop date back
to 1924, with my grandfather Arturo. Three generations of joiners and cabinet makers with the
desire to make beautiful and peculiar things in
their DNA, the ambition to furnish banks or the
mansions of very important persons: a “custom”
service for the very high end of the market.
Thirty years ago, almost by chance, we approached the shipbuilding industry and we realized we had finally found our final destination.
We have always been craftsmen, that's our history, our vocation, our passion. We love and we
have always loved making unique things, and
in luxury yachting we can do our best".
Exactly. Yachtline 1618 only deals with mega
giga yachts, a definition that clearly suggests
what it's all about. Wonderful sailing or motor
boats, 70, 90, 120, 140 meter long, with three,
four, five, six decks.
“What we are doing today is the result of our
curiosity”, Bandecchi continues. “We have always
been curious and innovative, with no compromise. My father Giuseppe invented new working
methods to simplify certain operations... the
same curiosity drove us to accept an order for
the interiors of two wonderful boats from the
San Germani shipyard, Secondo Pensioro and
Barbarossa. It was a marvelous creation, the
two boats were entirely clad with mahogany
burl…
This experience taught us how difficult it was to
work in a boat hull; you had to work differently,
building all the necessary parts in the workshop,
so that you only had to assemble them in the
shipyard. We invented a new working method,
accurately reproducing the ship deck in our
workshop. We make a plywood map that we
apply in the shipyard, to locate and check all
systems and elements of the boat and to identify
the most efficient usage of space, even the

smallest areas available.
Then we make a real “template” that we use as
reference in our workshop. This may seem
Columbus’ egg, but it’s a real revolution that
has gradually become a standard in boat furnishing, a solution that everyone has adopted,
although at the beginning the shipyards were
skeptical, they said it was double work. That’s
true, but with that method we can install the furnishings of a 60-meter yacht in half the time it
takes with the traditional method.
Furthermore, we can build the interiors of the
boat and the owner can “try it on”, he can move
around as if he was inside his boat, touch
things, open a drawer, check the sea view from
the bed through a porthole located in the best
position!”.
Revenues are close to forty million euro. “Starting
from the 1970’s, for several years we produced
objects designed by Ettore Sottsass, Angelo
Mangiarotti, Elena and Massimo Vignelli, Giovanni Michelucci, Gae Aulenti and many more
famous architects, developing a passion for
accuracy and details which is essential for our
current activity”… 130 employees plus at least
200 people in the supply chain around Pisa,
“...we are very proud of this, it’s an expression
of our relationship with this region and with the
people who live here. We are lucky, because
Piaggio and their metalworking skills are native
of this area. The tanneries of Santa Croce sull’Arno are not far, not to mention the ancient vocation for wood processing and the millenary
seafaring tradition, Michelangelo’s marble quarries and plenty of capable weavers. So, we
have all it takes to make everything in house,
from A to Z, keeping every single stage of production under strict control”.
“We are craftsmen who pay great attention to
every detail. You cannot do otherwise when
you have to furnish boats that cost tens of millions". Everything must be perfect, unique, accurate. And remember that we are not talking
about a sofa or a kitchen, the spaces are huge:
a few months ago the company delivered a
120-meter yacht. Last July, another ninety-meter
giant went out to sea, and now they are working
on four boats between 100 and 107 meters.
“We are busy until 2019”, Bandecchi says with
a smile. “After all – he adds – each order means
you have between 3,500 and 4,000 square
meters of space to furnish….”
There is no way to discover a name. Total privacy
is guaranteed to the customers who visit Bientina
to see how things are going, having lunch prepared
by a chef. Bandecchi will not say who is the lady
who came a few days before on a helicopter, or
the Arab prince who selected a certain type of
briar wood, or the owner who wanted crocodile
skin to cover twelve beautiful chests...
“You cannot even imagine the requests we get”,

Bandecchi says: “Our work is fascinating, we
are surrounded by beauty, we make beauty,
and this is a great satisfaction. But there is no
room for compromise, for approximation or inaccuracy: everything that comes out of our
workshop can only be absolutely perfect!".
It also happens that a yacht owner is so impressed
by the work of Yachtline 1618 craftsmen that he
hires them also to furnish a loft in Manhattan or a
villa in Montecarlo, or a flat on the 65th floor with
a breathtaking view on the Hudson river and
Central Park.
WHAT ABOUT TECHNOLOGY?
Dazzled by so much beauty, accuracy and
passion, we were forgetting that, in the end, we
had come here to talk about technology. We were
referred to Yachtline 1618 by Biesse, a wellknown brand… “We are really grateful to them”,
Fiorenzo Bandecchi says immediately. “Without
their working centers, we would hardly be able
to turn our ideas into real products so perfectly.
I can say that, without their machines, many results we have achieved would still be light years
away!”.
Nothing to say: a great testimonial. They really
believe what they say: “Without our numerical
control working center, we would not be able to
handle our work, which is basically a huge
jigsaw puzzle. Our packing lists include thousands of parts that must be assembled onboard
with utmost accuracy. It’s a job that requires
much labor and manual skills, but it cannot be
done without leading-edge technology. Virtually
all our pieces flow through our seven Biesse
working centers, which help us get on the shipyard with everything ready, we can assemble
all components without a single additional cut,
with no defect or imperfections, that would be
inacceptable for our customers.
We are capable craftsmen, and the key to our
success, in my opinion, is that we have put
technology to the service of our skills.
As I said before, at Yachtline 1618 we do everything in house, from beginning to end. The
working centers help us create the “templates”
of the surface of each deck I mentioned before,
onto which we build our mockups. With the
same centers we make our furniture, we prepare
the elements that, once mounted, will make up
the body of furniture to be passed on to craftsmen
for veneering, finishing, decorating... semifinished
products, absolutely precise and perfect, ready
to be transformed into final products. Manual
skills are essential, but if we have achieved
certain production volumes and if we can handle
certain orders, that's because we can rely on
the power and quality of technology".
The relationship with Biesse has been working
well. Fiorenzo Bandecchi has no doubts and,
before greeting us, says: “Look, I have a feeling
that Biesse has developed the concept of panel
processing beyond what we could imagine
when we met them eighteen years ago.
We immediately realized they could be a key
partner for us... we were carried away by their
strength, their passion... I daresay that, with the
inevitable differences, we identify ourselves in
the character of Giancarlo Selci: we share the
same passion, I am sure. We believe in the
same values”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.biesse.com
www.yachtline1618.com
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SCENARIOS

TANGIBLE OPTIMISM
FOR MADE-IN-EUROPE PANELS

The European (and Italian) wood-based panels
industry continues its positive development. This
is clearly visible in the Annual report by Epf, European Panel Federation, presented during the
general assembly held last July in Venice, Italy.
The manufacturing landscape remains highly differentiated by product type, but the entire industry
is sharing a growth trend. According to Epf, which
gathers 25 countries representing particleboard,
mdf, osb, hardboard, softboard and plywood manufacturers, based on the EU-28 market plus the
EFTA area, in 2015 particleboard production increased by 1.5 percent from 2014, reaching a
29.1 million cubic meter volume, with further 1.1
percent growth expected in 2016. Germany stands
at the top (19 percent), followed by France (13
percent) and Poland (10 percent); Italy is at
number four in the production ranking (8 percent).
Good results also for mdf panels, with production
increasing by 2.7 percent up to a total volume of
11.8 million cubic meter: again, Germany leads
the group with a 30 percent share, followed by
Poland (21 percent) and Italy (8 percent).
German leadership also extends to osb (Orientated
Stranded Board), with production up by 3.9
percent to 5 million cubic meter and Germany in
the lead with a 22 percent share on total production,
followed by Romania (20 percent) and Latvia at
number three (10 percent).
Hardboard and softboard increased by 9 percent
(0.6 million cubic meter) and 10 percent (4.4
million cubic meter) respectively. Plywood (EU28 plus Switzerland) recorded 1 percent growth
to 2.8 million cubic meter, with further 3.5 percent
expansion estimated in 2016. Here, Finland dominates with a 41 percent share, followed by the
Baltic States (12 percent) and Spain (10 percent).
Italy again at number four with 9 percent.
On the whole, European panel production increased by 3 percent in 2015 compared to the
previous year, achieving 53.8 million cubic meter.
Results on the Italian market were overall positive
as well: plus 5 percent in 2015, continuing the
progressive growth started a few months ago.
PANELS FOR THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Once again, the biggest worry of the European
panel industry is raw material availability, which
affects the Old Continent to different extents in
each country. Epf’s 205 report identifies the most
critical situations in Italy, France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Greece and Slovakia, as well
as Sweden, Estonia and Lithuania; availability in
Spain, Ireland, Norway, Finland and Slovenia is
enough to cover the requirements of “just in time”
production. Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, the
Czech Republic, Poland and Bulgaria also have
sufficient supplies.

Production (million cu.m.)
Particleboard
Mdf
Osb
Hardboard
Softboard
Plywood
Total

The challenge for European panel
manufacturers is the concept of usereuse-recycling, which can open new
opportunities for an ethical and efficient exploitation of raw material
wood. The key steps of Epf’s strategy
have been laid down “black on white"
in the “Venice Charter” (Venice Declaration on
Cascading Use of Wood), jointly signed by Epf
and Efic, the European federation of furniture industries, which defines the wood-based panel
industry's approach to the diffusion and promotion
of the circular economy. The assembly was an
opportunity to illustrate the strategic contents to
the European MP Mrs. Simona Bonafè, responsible
for the Circular Economy dossier. The two-page
declaration draws the attention of European institutions and national Governments on the need to
promote the “cascading” use of wood, especially
for the production of wood-based panels first,
and furniture then, as a successful strategy to
ensure reliable supplies of raw materials to the
panel industry, and most of all, to promote the
value of European wood according to a bio-economic vision in line with the challenges of climate
change. Most of all, the industry must fight the
danger represented by the exploitation of wood
biomass for energy production, as an alternative
to fossil fuels.

actions include: eliminating financial incentives
to the bio-energy production, which are causing
a fragmented use of wood; applying CO2 exchange calculations to the use of biomass according to the Lulucf (Land Use, Land-Use Change
and Forestry) legislation; and eliminating multiple
accounting in the Iluc (Indirect Land Use Change)
directive for biofuels.
The fourth and last topic of the document is
“Create a market pool for wood-based products”,
by implementing the following actions: introduce
incentives to use wood-based products in public
building tenders; promote the knowledge of carbon
dioxide storage or "carbon life" extension when
wood is used for furniture and constructions; and
finally, stimulate the development of forest harvesting groups for wood-based products, in order
to expand the "carbon reservoir" already available
in forests.
FIVE-PILLAR STRATEGY
The European Panel Federation general assembly
restated the five strategic pillars promoted by the
European industry to support the development of
an international market for wood-based products
with a strong green and sustainable approach.
The first pillar is the introduction of E1 Class compliance as the minimum standard for all woodbased panels and products made, distributed
and imported in Europe (EU-28).

“The Venice Declaration of the Cascading Use
of Wood – said Epf president Paolo Fantoni –
recommends the adoption of regulations to implement the circular economy also in the wood
industry. With this document, we submit essential
questions to the European Parliament, in order
to guarantee the growth and prosperity of an
industry that employs over 100 thousand people
and generates more than 22 billion euro turnover".
In detail, the document builds on four key principles
implemented in four proposals, which consider
the Circular Economy as a preferential route to
promote green economy in the European panel
industry. The first goal is to “Relieve pressure on
wood availability” generated by the growing demand for biomass for energy production, including
three types of actions: first, identify a volume of
offer that can be sustainable in the long term; second, introduce a principle based on resource
efficiency in each competitive industry; third, set
a limit for the share of biomass used for energy
production. The second topic is the determination
to “Enhance the role of wood in circular economy”
through measures aimed at: supporting the availability of wood by promoting recovery from
major sources, especially construction and demolition; increasing the targets of wood-based
scrap recovery by introducing targets similar to
other waste flows; removing legal barriers to the
use of wood in urban areas; and finally, reduce
and ultimately ban the disposal of wood in dumping
sites. The third topic is to “Create equal conditions
by eliminating market distortions”, proactively tackling the unfavorable balance generated by the
proliferation of biomass power stations. Suggested

Countries
EU-28 + EFTA
EU-28 + EFTA
EU-28 + EFTA
EU-28 + EFTA
EU-28 + EFTA
EU-28 + CH

2015
29.1
11.8
5.0
0.6
4.4
2.8
53.8

2014
28.7
11.5
4.8
0.6
4.0
2.8
52.4

2015 vs. 2014
1.5%
2.7%
3.9%
9.0%
10.0%
1.0%
3.0%

Source: Epf.
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The definition of a new unified shared standard
for low-emission panels, to fight the proliferation
of different principles and limits on a global scale.
The public promotion of the European panel industry’s image as a leader in the circular economy
and the environmentally efficient use of resources. An increased use of wood-based panels
in the construction industry, highlighting their contribution to the reduction of climate change thanks
to the wood role as "carbon sink".
Finally, supporting the expanding African market
by sharing the European experience in production,
certification and marketing, specifically for panel
products.
by Olivia Rabbi

www.europanels.org

CHANGES IN THE EPF BOARD
At the latest Annual Meeting in Venice, Epf
presented the new managing board. After
Martin Brettenthaler and Jean Charles Thebault resigned, the new Epf team is comprised of Paolo Fantoni (president), Bernard
Thiers (vice president), Rui Correia, Guillermo
Hernanz, Andrew Macdonald, Bernard Retureau, Stefano Saviola, Heiko Seibert, Erlfried
Taurer, Max von Tippelskirch, Michael Wolff,
Clive Pinnington and Kris Wijnendaele.

REGULATIONS

EUROPE EXPORTS SAFETY
Standardization works on woodworking machinery safety
from Europe into the world.
Just like many others, also the woodworking machinery market has been subject to globalization;
for instance, Italian export accounts for 80 percent
on average. However, the regulation landscape
and safety standards are still differentiated and
inconsistent, although the industry is working to
improve standardization, as you will read in this
article. In Europe, a consistent legal and standardization system has been adopted for twenty
years now, a self-sufficient and complete framework
of regulations for work and equipment safety, including social and product directives. The most
important document is the "Machinery Directive"
2006/42/EC, which refers to technical standards,
specifically type C for machinery categories, recognizing their "presumption of conformity" to the
Essential Safety Requirements of the directive itself.
CEN (European Committee for Standardization),
with its industry experts from machinery manufacturers and their associations, industry surveillance institutions, certification institutes etc., established the Technical Committee TC142 in the
1980's to deal with woodworking machinery safety.
Over the years, the committee has drafted a
complete set of standards (more than 30, plus 3
for tools), starting from machines with the highest
injury rates according to the statistics of the major
European countries. Several standards were ready
when the first edition of the Machinery Directive
89/392/EEC was implemented, and many more
followed. All of them have been revised at least
twice or three times, until the latest releases of
2012 and 2013, currently applicable, mature and
proven. TC142 includes 11 Working Groups (WG)
in charge for different machinery families and for
the development of standards as listed in Table
1. In recent years, some big extra-European
countries with a significant role in the industry,
mainly Brazil and the Eurasian Customs Unit
(EAC) headed by Russia, introduced machinery
safety regulations similar to European, referring
to national technical standards or, in lack of these,
to international standards. Now, even if European
consider other Union members as foreign countries,
non-European countries consider EN standards
as local regulations, substantially. There were no
ISO standards for our industry, and this gap is
quite dangerous for the reasons explained hereafter.
Type-B standards related to safety aspects (devices, distances, electric equipment, guards etc.)
applicable to different machine types, are all ISO.
According to EN ISO 12100, the rule applies that
“When a type-C standard deviates from one or
more technical provisions dealt with by […] a
type-B standard, the type-C standard takes
precedence”. This is correct because, as type-B
standards apply to several types of machines,
potentially all of them, they can only include
general principles, while those who write type-C
standards know the machine and therefore adapt
the general requirements to the specific equipment.
Such derogation is not uncommon in EN standards
drafted by TC142. Now, a machine that complies
with the corresponding specific standard, whereby
the latter differs partially from type-B standards,
would be considered not compliant with such
type-B standards if the specific standard is not
recognized.
Legislation in North America is different: there is
no declaration of conformity issued by the machinery manufacturer, but rather a post-installation
exam; however, type-B ISO standards are applicable also in that region. ANSI has already published an “umbrella” standard for woodworking
machinery and was starting to draft specific rules.
The availability of two standards covering the
same subject is contradictory with the standardi-

FIGURE 1.

pant member in the coming months. SC4 acts
according to the “Vienna Agreement”, a cooperation agreement between ISO and CEN applicable since 1989, which means that products
will be EN-ISO standards, i.e. adopted by both
organizations, and that the approval process is
carried out in parallel by both entities, at least
from the public enquiry onwards; we chose the
“ISO lead” option. Every year, in a plenary session,
TC142 identifies the Work Items to be transferred
to SC4, then the latter decides to accept them
and to start working. So, the starting basis are EN
standards, to be reviewed with everyone’s contribution, taking the best concepts from all existing
resources on a global scale.
We have experts for all topics, but they are
relatively few people, so we decided to create a
small number of working groups, unlike TC142:
WG1 for common requirements and automatic
feed machinery, and WG2 for manual feed machinery; then in 2014 we added WG3 for legacy

zation concept itself and can even be dangerous
if the two standards prescribe different safety
levels, offering an easy game to plaintiffs, especially
in countries where lawsuits are very common,
such as across the Atlantic. Furthermore, with
standards accepted all over the world, machines
can be distributed in
one configuration, with
no needs for specific
modifications for each
country, which is very
important and useful
for manufacturers.
For all these reasons,
it was time to draft ISO
standards for woodworking machinery safety. As CEN TC142
members, we agreed
with the president of
ISO TC39 “Machine
tools” to re-activate
the Sub-Committee
SC4 for woodworking
machinery, adding machinery safety to its
scope of action. In the
1980’s and early
1990’s, SC4 had drafted a set of standards
for nomenclature and machinery acceptance criteria, then it remained dormant for a couple of
decades.
The proposal to re-activate SC4 was launched in
2011 by Eumabois, the European Federation of
national associations of woodworking machinery
manufacturers, together with its major members
Acimall (Italy) and Vdma (Germany), so the SC4
resumed its activity in 2012. Eumabois is financing
the activity of the SC4 secretariat and, for a longer
time, of TC142, both managed by UNI and by the
same person for the best synergy.
SC4 members listed in Figure 1 are the European
countries that are already involved in CEN TC142,
plus the extra-European countries with a significant
role in industry machinery production and/or use
and standardization; many of them accepted our
invitation to join when the Sub-Committee was reactivated. In addition, Canada, which has recently
joined as Observer, is going to become a Partici-

TABLE 1 – TC142 WGS, CORRESPONDING EN STANDARDS AND WORK ITEMS TRANSFERRED TO ISO

WG Machinery families

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Common requirements
Planing machines (surface, thick.and s/t)
Band saws
Circular saws
Toupies, routers, CNC working centers
Combined machines
Tenoning/profiling and edgebanding machines
Tools
Four-sided moulders
Chips and dust extraction systems
Presses
Sanding machines

EN standards (series)
691-1
859, 860, 861
1807 Parts 1 and 2
1870 Parts from 3 to 19
848 Parts 1-2 and 3
940
1218 Parts from -1 to -5
847 Parts 1-2 and 3
12750
12779 and new 16770
Inactive for 2 years, disbanded
Preliminary Work Item

WIs transferred to ISO

Yes
All
Not yet
Some (ref. Table 2)
Some (ref.Table 2)
Yes
All (one to be withdrawn)
No, work under way
Yes
No, work under way
Re-activated in SC4
Yes

TABLE 2: ISO STANDARDS CURRENTLY BEING DEVELOPED BY SC4

WG

Machinery families

EN standards (series)

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

Edgebanding machines
Common requirements
Horizontal panel saws
NC boring-drilling machines
Vertical panel saws
Dimension saws
Spindle moulders (“toupie”)
Planing machines (surface, thick. and s/t)
Sanding machines
Bench saws
Building-site saws
Combined machines
Tenoning/profiling machines
Multi-blade rip-sawing machines
Four-sided moulders
Presses

EN ISO 18217, published
FDIS 19085-1
FDIS 19085-2
FDIS 19085-3
DIS 19085-4 (2nd DIS)
FDIS 19085-5
CD 19085-6 to DIS
DIS 19085-7
DIS 19085-8
DIS 19085-9
CD 19085-10 to DIS
NP 19085-11
NP/WD 19085-12
NP/WD 19085-13
NP 19085-14
NP 19085-15
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standards mentioned above, to consider their
confirmation or withdrawal. More WG’s might be
created in the future, e.g. for tools.
The working schedule started from the most popular machines, namely those for wood-based
panel furniture production, i.e. panel saws, edgebanding machines and numerical control boringmilling machines (working centers) for WG1, and
some traditional joinery machines such as dimension saws, spindle moulders (“toupie”) and
planing machines for WG2.
We started from edgebanders, as the EN 1218-4
standard was outdated and needed a revision,
but it was simple enough to test a new working
group comprised of experts from different fields,
as some of them could be new to standardization
activities. The first product of new SC4 was published in August 2015 as EN ISO 18217, replacing
EN 1218-4 and harmonized in compliance with
the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC since January 2016. For other topics, we are developing
a series of standards, 19805, with a new structure:
Part 1 gathers the requirements common to most
of machinery, while other parts are specific by
machine type, containing specific requirements
while referring to Part 1 for common requirements.
This approach offers a number of benefits, first of
all consistency. Actually, when individual EN standards were revised, also common requirements
were subject to improvements (e.g. for controls
but not only), which then resulted into small differences with other TC142 standards and consequent
inconsistency and risks of misunderstanding. With
this new system, during the revision of a specific
part of the series, only the specific requirements
for the relevant machine type will be modified.
Summing up, each standard will be comprised of
two different documents to be combined; this
may seem complicated for those who occasionally
refer to a single standard, but for the designers of
many types of machines it will be much more efficient and lean.
Referring to Part 1 from specific parts is easy,
thanks to the same contents structure and the
same paragraph titles throughout the whole series;
in each specific part, the introduction gives a
clear explanation of this way of reference, and
the first sentence of each subclause indicates
what applies: the corresponding subclause in
Part 1 may not apply, apply as-is or apply with
additional requirements specified in the document,
or be totally replaced by specific requirements.
To test this new approach, we started with a relatively simple standard, namely that on horizontal
panel saws with pressure beam, then we moved
on to numerical control boring-milling machines
(NC working centers), the most complex in the
industry, which has been clarified thanks also to
a simplification of its text.
Several drafts were prepared by WG1 and WG2
concurrently with Part 1, to define Part 1 accurately
and implement only those requirements that are
actually common to most machines, both with
automatic and manual feed.
The topics and the status of work for each draft
are reported in Table 2.
Obviously, this work offered the opportunity to improve some technical requirements and update
them to the state of the art.
Eng. Matteo Simonetta
Acimall Technical Office director
Member of CEN TC142 and related WGs,
convenor of WG 2, 3, 7, 12
Member of ISO TC39 SC4 and related WGs,
convenor of WG1
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EUMABOIS

ALSO FOR TOOLS....BRAND MATTER!
It’s a free association, but the Eumabois Toolgroup
offers several benefits to its members. European
tools manufacturers share the same development
topics and they have to face volatile markets and
service concepts. Daniel Schrenk, Toolgroup
President for one year now, explained in an interview with “möbelfertigung” why interaction and
networking within the Toolgroup are so important
for each member.
Mr.Schrenk, you have been the President of Eumabois Toolgroup for over one year. Can you
briefly introduce the Toolgroup?
“The Eumabois Toolgroup is an interest group
that unites tools manufacturers within the association and meets at periodical intervals. A
meeting is normally held during “Xylexpo”, another one at “Ligna”. Apart from that, there are
few meetings and, so far, no regular communications. About 25 companies are really proactive
in this association, basically the market leaders
from each Eumabois member association. These
companies regularly attend the meetings and
take action”.
What’s the purpose of this association?
“It’s about exchanging views and opinions on
the topics of the tools industry, typically technical
information such as standards and safety regulations. For instance, it is important to bring national decisions to the European level. To do
this, each member needs to receive all relevant
information. A second area is the international
exhibition landscape. It’s useful for many member companies to have an overview of the relevance of exhibitions in the different markets.
Especially the companies that have no market
research skills need this support. So, Eumabois
has developed an evaluation scheme for exhibitions, and in the future the results of this
analysis will be distributed also to the Toolgroup
members. The third area is the value of tools
and the related services. We want to communicate all this in the tools industry as well as to
customers”.
Is there a specific goal you have set?
“Communication is not as intensive as it might
be, yet. This does not mean we have to meet
more frequently, but we have to intensify our dialog between and beyond the meetings. This is
definitely on my agenda”.
What’s the business situation of tools manufacturers
in Europe? Can you review the year 2015 and the
first half of 2016?
“On the whole, last year was very satisfactory.
European countries were the key drivers of
this growth, especially Central Europe. Germany,
Austria and Switzerland are at the leading edge,
but something is going on also in Eastern
Europe. Only Russia and Ukraine have difficulties,
not only in the service area, but most of all in
the business with new tools. Production activity
in that region is continuing as usual, however
investments in new plants and products have
almost disappeared. Finally, North America
was very strong. In 2016, tools manufacturers
have been riding the wave of the second half of
2015, so far business has been relatively good.
The regional trends have basically remained
the same, although Germany is incredibly strong,
for instance. Austria, Switzerland, Benelux and
Scandinavia are approximately at the same
level as last year. In France, things are going
clearly better. Business has slightly stabilized
in Great Britain: the past two years have been
unusually strong, supported by state incentives
to new business.
In terms of percentage, also growth rates in
Italy and Spain are good, although both countries
are still far from pre-crisis sales volumes. The

US remain strong. Having said this, the situation
of orders in the tools industry is quite clear: if
the current economic situation changes, this
will have a massive impact on the workload of
our production units within few weeks.
Which are the current developments in the tools
industry?
“Independently of the cutting material adopted,
most developments are occurring in the areas
of cutting performance and cutting quality.
Further innovation-related topics that have
emerged are noise reduction and dust generation. Toolgroup members are also constantly
focused on new materials and surfaces. In this
area there are good opportunities to distinguish
from the mass and have an edge on competition.
Recently, the debate around diamond-tipped
tools has focused on axis angle: most manufacturers have introduced this topic in their programs and present it to the market. We will see
if this discussion ends soon or gets new impulse.
For hard metals and most of all DIA sawblades,
the challenges for all companies are operating
life and noise emissions, as well as the integration of new concepts and knowledge in
product development”.
Everybody’s talking about Industry 4.0 and also
tools manufacturers are addressing this topic.
Which are the approaches?
“Most tools manufacturers pursue direct communication between machinery, tool and workpiece. Geometry and application-related information are critical in this respect, as well as
performance values during and after the machining process. Some tools manufacturers are
adopting chip solutions and there are a few
market-ready products. A viable alternative is
represented by cloud-based solutions, but no
mature products can be expected before 2017”.
How effective is collaboration within the industry
in relation to this future topic?
“Woodworking follows a clear model of behavior,
whereby all actors, from high schools, to equipment, tools and software vendors, up to end customers in research projects, sit around the table
to identify, develop and test viable solutions.
There is no cross-industry action, each tools producer works for itself. However, I believe there is
a key concept we all agree on: in the end, there
must be a solution based on open standards
and each manufacturer should not have its own
connection. Now the question is, who will be the
first to offer an innovative, market-ready system.
In my opinion, the pressure to collaborate with
other tools manufacturers within the scope of Industry 4.0 will rise when the application profile is
better defined from the user’s point of view. Machinery and plant manufacturers have been going
through a wave of consolidation in recent years;
was it the same for tool manufacturers? There
have been rumors of consolidation in our industry
for several years, many expected a wave of M&A
especially after the 2009 crisis. We haven’t seen
any big wave, although there were a few sales.
For instance, at the end of 2008, Bosch Power
Tools took over a part of the Italian group Freude.
Last year, it was announced that Kyocera Unimerco
had purchased the Lithuanian company Garsdalo
Medienos Technologija. However, no consolidation
has occurred on a large scale, and I doubt that it
will happen in the near future. The main reason is
the structure of many companies. They are often
small family-run enterprises which can face the
economic crisis very flexibly”.
Which are the biggest challenges in Europe at
present?
“We are experiencing strong pressure on margins. his is mainly due to the fact that tools look
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very similar to one another. So, even for an
expert user, it is difficult to tell the difference. Of
course, every manufacturer promises that they
are offering the best product. And finally, as
usual, many users consider purchasing costs
and not operating costs”.
How can you solve this dilemma?
“In this case, it helps when you have already
conquered the customer’s trust, with a specific
technology or even an application technology.
If you have collaborated successfully in the
past, customers are ready to spend a bit more.
Because they know it’s worth. When it comes to
standard tools like sawblades, or even straight
milling cutters, where it all boils down to dimensions and number of teeth, price considerations
prevail. If there is no strong brand behind and
a producer cannot prove to the customer how
he differentiates from other vendors, then it
gets tough. It sounds strange to talk about
brands in our industry, as outside the industry
no one knows them. However, inside the sector,
a strong brand offers several benefits. This
is particularly true in foreign markets”.
Is there a difference between end users and
equipment manufacturers?
“One difference is that end users can choose
among many more suppliers. Machinery manufacturers normally deal with fewer producers.
It’s a matter of new developments and bigger
volumes. As a rule, OEMs choose between two
or three tools manufacturers, who get an order
for the original equipment and spare parts. But
in the end, the price war is equally tough in
both sectors”.
Which service models are currently most appreciated by customers?
“Talking about service, the first one is classical
re-sharpening, where tools manufacturers become service providers. In most cases, the
markets are so saturated that it makes little
sense to install additional service stations. It’s
more about optimizing logistics and developing
customer-specific packages. But of course there
are also service models in the form of services
for our customers. A bigger and bigger part of
our business is to be at the customer’s side
before a plant is installed. Tools manufacturers
are involved in planning from the very beginning,
as very often the project implies new applications
or technologies. This type of service is rarely
mentioned and therefore little appreciated. This
is something that could be communicated more
effectively through the Toolgroup, so that end
users - in this case, for instance, furniture
makers, window producers or sawmills - have
a better understanding of all interactions and
can properly evaluate the importance of the
tool and the manufacturer, consequently optimizing their production. The third area of services
is training, whereby tools manufacturers make
plant operators “fit” for specific tools”.
Can you describe a customer package for resharpening service?
“Basically, tools manufacturers shall find optimal
solutions tailored to each customer. When exclusive contracts are closed with big processing
companies, this can get to the extent that the
customer no longer buys a tool. Instead, the
tools manufacturer provides an agreed number
of tools, including re-sharpening, is the owner
of the tools and invoices the service based on
production volumes, drilled holes or similar parameters. As a result, the customer only has
variable costs, while the tools manufacturer has
an additional option to develop customer loyalty
and direct service. Such models have already
been tested by some tools manufacturers. A
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Daniel Schrenk.

relatively “young” solutions is that customers
send tools by themselves using “Servicebox”.
For this purpose, the customer has a container
on site, notifies the tools manufacturer online or
through a hotline, and the latter handles the logistics. So, the customer no longer needs to
wait until a specific day of the week when the
re-sharpening service visits the factory. This
and other similar solutions will be necessary for
small customers, due to long distances and
comparatively small numbers of tools per shipment. Often it is not worth visiting all customers
at regular intervals. Therefore, some companies
plan visits only for new business and outsource
the service to local partners, as especially
handicraft businesses appreciate direct service
and personal contact. Finally, there are technical
consulting services. In order to work side-byside with a customer, close relationships with
material producers are also important. New
composite materials and surfaces are being introduced very frequently in recent times, and
they require new tools. It is recommended to
test new materials very early, as also material
suppliers give advice to customers about the
latest methods to process their materials”.
Where can users save money if they get the right
advice and regularly invest in new tools?
“When it comes to pre-sales consulting, a
tooling system specifically tailored to customer
requirements can affect the entire project of a
plant. For instance, sanding processes might
be eliminated and products sent directly to
coating. A big topic in recent years is the reduction of cutting widths in sawing operations.
If a wooden flooring manufacturer reduces the
ripsaw kerf by one tenth, in the end the company
gets clear benefits in terms of material exploitation. Very often, this kind of optimization results
into two-digit efficiency increases.
Another topic is dust emissions, which has
been tackled with strong determination by tools
manufacturers in recent years. By adopting
new tools that generate fewer chips, a producer
can extend maintenance and cleaning intervals
and consequently save money. In certain conditions, material waste is also reduced, as less
dust is generated. Accurately designed and
sized dust extraction normally extends the operating life of tools”.
Which problems are tool manufacturers facing as
relates to machine equipment?
“Sometimes, you make a project for a big plant
and, after the order, all of the manufacturer’s
staff seem to disappear into a black hole. Then
the machine must be commissioned and suddenly someone realizes there is no tool. The
Toolgroup must promote the importance of tools
for any process, even if the investment compared
to a machine or plant is irrelevant. In the end,
the customer expects good performance, and
a suitable tool is an essential part of the solution”.
Interview by Doris Bauer
Möbelfertigung

www.moebelfertigung.com

CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Automation

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Via Europa, 4 I-42015 Correggio (RE)
phone +39 0522 631055
fax +39 0522 642992
www.fm.re.it - fm@fm.re.it
Design and production of technical items in
thermoplastic materials by molding process.
Design and manufacture of their moulds.

RS WOOD srl

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

CONTROL LOGIC srl

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

FM srl

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Surface finishing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

FAPIL srl

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

2-5 October
W16
www.wexhibition.co.uk
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies

14-17 January
Domotex
www.domotex.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Furniture

11-15 October
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies

16-21 January
Bau
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture

13-16 October
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture

16-22 January
Living Kitchen
www.livingkitchen-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

18-20 October
Timber Expo
www.ukconstructionweek.com
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Constructing and architecture

16-22 January
Imm Cologne
www.imm-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

18-20 November
The north of England Woodworking
and power tool show
www.nelton.co.uk
• Harrogate (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 January
Klimahouse
www.fierabolzano.it/klimahouse
• Bozen (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

24-27 October
Lesdrevmash
www.lesdrevmash.expo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woosworking technologies

Lacquers

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa

Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings
for interiors and exteriors, uv-curing coatings,
acrylic coatings, polyester coatings, nitro
coatings, fire-retardant coatings and
pigmented coatings. Products for parquet
floors, special effects, stains, impregnating
agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

2-5 February
Bauen+Wohnen
www.bauen-wohnen.co.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Furniture

25-29 October
Orgatec
www.orgatec.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

7-9 February
Zow
www.zow.de
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

3-6 December
Espritmeuble
www.espritmeuble.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture

7-11 February
Stockholm Furniture Fair
www.stockholmfurniturelightfair.se
• Stockholm (Sweden)
Furniture

6-8 December
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Furniture

9-12 February
Legno&Edilizia
www.legnoeedilizia.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
7-9 March
Dubai Int’l Wood
& Wood Machinery Show
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386 - fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com

7-9 March
Woodmac China
www.woodmacchina.net/cn/index.asp
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

A new definition of Italian quality.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES

8-11 March
MadeExpo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

Agents and wood trades

8-11 March
Miff
http://2017.miff.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

AAAAAAAA

Handling
and commissioning

Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

AAAAAAAA
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